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ABSTRACT

The Effects of Mushroom Body Lobe Disruption
on Learning and Memory

by

Brian S. Dunkelberger

Dr. J. Steven de Belle, Examination Committee Chair
Associate Professor of Life Sciences
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Animal models have been used for centuries to study learning and
memory in simple systems with many applications to humans (Chapter 1). The
fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster has added greatly to our current understanding
of learning and memory and its underlying biology (Chapter 2). The research
described here focuses on the relationship between learning and memory and
the brain using three mutant strains of flies: mushroom body miniature B
(mbmB), small mushroom bodies (smu), and mushroom bodies reduced (mbr).
Mushroom bodies are paired neuronal structures found in most invertebrate
brains involved in learning and memory consolidation. All three mutations studied
were initially isolated based on a reduced dendritic volume in the mushroom
body calyx.

In chapter 3, GAL4 driven membrane bound and nuclear localized GFP
expression revealed that adult mbmB and smu flies had intact y lobes v\/ith the
rest severely reduced in size; v\/hile mbr flies had severe disruption in all lobes. A
p lobe midline fusion is seen in mbmB flies. Adults of all three mutants have a
reduction in Kenyon cell number. They all sho\N normal bifurcation and
pathfinding of MB y neurons in v\/andering third instar larvae; v\/hile cell counts of
mbmB and smu Kenyon cell bodies during development sho\N cell number is
consistent v\/ith \n 'M type until approximately mid-third instar.
I have sho\A/n that both mbmB and smu have impaired learning scores
consistent \n \Vt\ other fly mutations causing mushroom body calyx volume
reductions. Both have reduced long term memory (LTM) and anesthesia resistant
memory (ARM) as \A/ell. LTM and ARM are generated using tv\/o distinct training
protocols, massed for ARM and spaced for LTM. Some reports state that these
are additive processes v\/hile others say ARM is disrupted by spaced training. My
studies support the hypothesis that ARM is disrupted by spaced training.
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CHAPTER 1

A BIOLOGICAL BASIS FOR ANIMAL MODEL STUDIES OF LEARNING AND
MEMORY
Plato proposed that humans are born with innate knowledge of all things and
only need the correct keys to unlock the secrets of the universe. Others,
including Aristotle, believed we are blank canvases waiting to be painted by the
events in our lives\ Humans are profoundly curious, particularly about how we
are put together, how we are biologically related to other animals, and how our
minds and personalities compare with those of other people. Much of the
scientific endeavor in the biological and social sciences focuses on these issues.
Perhaps one of the oldest and still most perplexing questions is, “ How do we
remember?” As humans, we have the ability not only to form and retain
memories of events in which we have partaken or witnessed, but also to
extrapolate, assimilate, and create novel or abstract ideas from fragments of
previous experiences. Although these are indeed fantastic achievements of
neural evolution, they are not uniquely human qualities and have been
demonstrated in several animal taxa.
In this chapter, we will discuss a classification of behavioral phenomena and
give examples of how behavior is measured in animal systems. This will be
followed by a historical account of animal model organisms used to investigate
1

the neural mechanisms of learning and memory. Finally, we discuss homology
as the biological basis for the comparative approach using animal model
systems.

Learning and Memory Classification
Dozens of different forms of animal learning have been described^. It is likely
that some reflect unique biological mechanisms while others are based on
universal processes found across taxa. The assays selected for discussion here
establish fundamental aspects of learning, which are likely based on these
common learning processes. We will focus on nonassociative and associative
learning, the two main classes of behavioral plasticity commonly studied in
animals.
Nonassociative Learning
Nonassociative learning is the response to a change in the salience of an
object or event with interpretations ranging from benign to fearfuP. The two most
frequently discussed subsets of nonassociative learning are habituation and
sensitization. Habituation is a decrease in the speed or severity of a response to
a repeated stimulus, whereas sensitization is an increase. Typically, the
difference in behavior is caused by the relative noxious nature of the stimulus
with habituation elicited by a neutral stimulus and sensitization induced by
negative stimuli. For example, habituation can be elicited in the gill withdrawal
reflex of the marine mollusk Aplysia californica by the repeated application of a
light tap to the body"^. As this is not a harmful stimulus, a decrease in gill

withdrawal speed and duration is seen over time. However, if the animal receives
a tail shock before receiving the repeated light taps, the animal exhibits
sensitization as the gill withdrawal is faster and persists for longer periods than
an animal that has not received a tail shock. As recently as the early 1900s, it
was commonly believed that reflex behavior was invariant. One of the earliest
signs of habituation of a reflex was observed in spiders^®. When a tuning fork
was used to vibrate their web, a spider would drop away, hanging at some
distance on a single thread. After repeated exposure to this stimulus, they
became habituated and discontinued this behavior. Today habituation and
sensitization have been demonstrated as basic forms of learning throughout the
animal kingdom, and include examples such as defensive withdrawal reflexes in
Annelid worms

the gill withdrawal reflex in marine mollusks A. californica^’^°,

as well as the umbilical abdominal reflex in humans Homo sapiens^^’^^.
Associative Learning
Associative learning entails the pairing of two or more objects or events to
provide new meaning to the previously novel stimuli^. For example, the color
green has no inherent meaning. However, with repeated conditioning to traffic
laws, green has acquired the meaning “ go.” The green light is associated with
the task of moving forward, and therefore elicits that behavior. The two common
forms of associative learning are Pavlovian or classical conditioning and
instrumental or operant conditioning. We will briefly discuss some of the classic
studies demonstrating these types of learning.
The pioneering work of Ivan Pavlov in the early twentieth century gave rise to

classical (Pavlovian) conditioning. Dogs very reliably salivate in response to
the presentation of food. Based on this, Pavlov designed a simple experiment in
which a bell [the conditioned stimulus (CS)] would ring just before a dog was
presented with food [the unconditioned stimulus (US)] in an attempt to provide a
meaningful prediction of the pairing of food with the bell. Normally the bell on its
own does not elicit salivation [an unconditioned response (UR)]. But after a few
training events, the dogs began to salivate at the sound of the bell in the absence
of food [the conditioned response (CR)]. This response was seen only in
conditioned dogs, as those that were not exposed to the pairing did not salivate
to the sound of the bell^^. Classical Pavlovian conditioning has been successfully
adapted to induce learning events in a wide variety of animals including
honeybees

{Apis

melliferaf'^'^^,

the

common

fruit

fly

{Drosophila

melanogastery^'^^, canaries {Serinus canaries)^^, and many other model
systems.
Instrumental or operant conditioning creates a situation where an animal’s
voluntary behavior operates on the environment, which subsequently influences
future behavioral outcomes. Animals form an association between their response
(behavior) and the stimulus that follows (consequence). When Pavlov was
developing his classical conditioning procedures, ground-breaking work on
instrumental conditioning by Edward Thorndike and B. F. Skinner was also being
conducted. Thorndike built puzzle boxes for domestic cats, with a built-in escape
mechanism consisting of a looped string the cat could pull. When placed into the
box, cats showed signs of discomfort and attempted escape until successfully

pulling the string either by accident or trial and error. Interestingly, as the same
animals were repeatedly tested, they rapidly improved their escape time as they
learned the task. The opposite is true for undesirable responses, which were
weakened and occurred less frequently after repeated testing^®.
One drawback to Thorndike’s puzzle box design was that upon solving the
puzzle, the animal was no longer in the box, so he had to artificially control when
a new experiment began. Skinner wanted to look at the rate at which an animal
would perform a learned response on its own. His “ Skinner box” was a small
chamber with a lever inside attached to an electrical monitoring system. It
provided a reinforcer when depressed by the animal, eliminating handling by the
experimenter.

Instrumental

conditioning

can

involve

positive

or negative

reinforcement that can be either given or withheld, creating many possible
experimental situations. Skinner showed that animals would learn how to
maximize a reward or minimize a punishment^°. He also developed fixed-interval
schedules using a timing device that allowed only small unit amounts of food
reward delivery during a specified period of time. Interestingly, rats tended to
“ pace”

themselves,

with

more

attempts

immediately

before

receiving

reinforcement and performing fewer attempts immediately after it. Instrumental
conditioning, like the others discussed so far, has been demonstrated in a wide
variety of organisms including marine mollusks^\ the cockroach Periplaneta
americana^^, various farm animals^^, and many others.
Memory Classification by Time
One defining feature of memory is the amount of time required for its loss.

This memory decay can often be divided into phases having distinct behavioral,
physiological, or cellular properties revealed through experimentation. For
example, mechanisms of short-term memory (STM) and long-term memory
(LTM) can be separated through genetic and pharmacological methods in many
model systems. The fly (Drosophila) has been an important source of information
about

learning

and

memory

mechanisms

for

over

30

years,

in

both

nonassociative and associative learning paradigms^^’^'^. Dozens of characterized
mutations have facilitated the genetic dissection of memory phases using an
associative assay that pairs a mild electric foot shock with a novel odor. Two of
the first memory mutants isolated in flies, dunce and rutabaga, were examined in
an olfactory conditioning assay. Both exhibited some decrement in initial
learning, but had much sharper decreases in memory retention within the first
hour after training compared with normal wild-type flies^^’^®. After this time, their
memory decay was relatively normal, dunce and rutabaga were thus categorized
as STM mutants
Genetic and pharmacological studies in Drosophila also established two
distinct longer forms of memory. Early experiments demonstrated an anesthesiaresistant phase of memory (ARM) lasting up to 1 day after a single training
session^^'^®'^°.

Massed

training

(10

training

sessions

administered

one

immediately after the other) produces even stronger memory retention, lasting
about 3 days, and this memory is insensitive to the protein synthesis inhibitor
cycloheximide. In contrast, spaced training (10 training sessions with a 15-min
rest interval between each) yields a protein-synthesis-dependent memory lasting

at least 1 week^®. As has been found in many model systems, repetition
produces better memory, and spaced repetition results in the best memory of all.
Along with short and long forms of memory, intermediate memory processes
bridging the gap between them have been described in flies as well as in several
other species. Interestingly, amnesiac mutant flies show near-normal memory
retention immediately after a single training session and again 7 hours later. In
between these time points, memory retention in the mutants is appreciably lower
than in normal flies
Often human and model organism research is conducted independently with
little exchange of information. However, there is much to be gained from merging
ideas between the fields. Figure 1-1 a shows a simplified Atkinson and Shiffrin
model for human learning, which describes three distinguishable memory phases
based on behavioral observations^^. Figure 1-1b illustrates temporal features of
memory phases in Drosophila based on genetic/transgenic dissection and
pharmacological disruptions^®’^^. In the biological sciences, we hope to describe
the neural mechanisms of behavioral phenomena well described in humans and
other systems not amenable to invasive experimentation.

A Brief History of Animal Models
Animal models have been useful in demonstrating how neural mechanisms
give rise to behavior and behavioral plasticity, as well as how the nervous system
changes in response to experience and memory consolidation.

A)

Human
18 secs

1 sec
Sensory
Memory

B)

lifetime
LTM

STM

I

Fly

weeks
5 hrs
30 sec
Acquisition I

LTM

1 hr
MTM

STM

3 days
5 hrs

ARM

Figure 1. Memory model comparison. Comparison of human and fly memory models describing
proposed duration of phases. (A) Simplified version of the three stage model of human memory
phases as proposed by Atkinson and Shiffrin based on their behavioral observations^^. They
proposed that due to limited processing ability at higher levels most information is kept in a
temporary buffer they referred to as sensory memory for approximately 1 second. Only relevant
Information proceeds to short term memory (STM) and is retained for 18 seconds. Important
information is stored in a more permanent fashion as long term memory (LTM) which can last a
lifetime. (B) Proposed fly memory model showing genetically and pharmacologically defined
memory phases and their estimated duration. Acquisition of a memory is achieved in the first 30
seconds, which is followed by short term memory (STM) processes which persist for the first
hour. At this time intermediate mechanisms referred to as middle term memory (MTM) begin to
further consolidate the memory. MTM is believed to continue until the s"" hour after acquisition. If
a spaced learning protocol was used (10 rounds of training with 15 minute intervals between each
round) this leads to long term memory (LTM) which is protein synthesis dependant and can still
be detected weeks later. However, if a massed training protocol was used (10 rounds of
successive training with no rest intervals) anesthesia resistant memory (ARM) is generated which
has a duration of approximately 3 days^®.
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The Importance of the Brain
In our early written history, it was debated which organ in the human body
was the seat of memory and intelligence. The oldest written record containing the
word “ brain” is found in the Edwin Smith surgical papyrus written in 1700 BC. In
this text, brain injuries are noticed to be associated with changes in the function
of other parts of the body, especially the lower limbs^"^. Curiously, the Egyptians
did not place such a great importance on the brain, as they discarded it during
the mummification process while preserving other organs. Aristotle was also
convinced that cognitive processes took place in the heart^®. Alcmaeon used
animal models to address this issue around 500 BC. He dissected the eye of an
animal (of an unnamed species) and noted that the tract leading from the eye
projected into the brain. From this observation he concluded that the brain was
important for the collection of all sensory information^®. The many philosophers
and physicians who followed Alcmaeon began to attribute more behavioral and
cognitive functions to brain activity®^.
Brain Functions
By the beginning of the nineteenth century, almost nothing was known about
how the brain works. Marie-Jean-Pierre Flourens performed localized lesions in
the brains of living rabbits and showed that the main divisions of the brain were
responsible for largely different functions®®. Since lesions and other accidental
brain damage proved to be such useful tools to map out functionally relevant
regions in human brains®®, people began to look for storage sites of learning and
memory within

the

brain

based

on the same

principles.

Karl

Lashley

systematically made various-sized lesions in diverse regions of the cerebral
cortex of rats and examined their behavior in a series of mazes varying in
difficulty'^®. Ultimately, he showed that the locus of the lesion was less important
than the size of the lesion, particularly for the difficult mazes. Lashley’s work
helped to shape our current view of memory storage. It is currently believed that
different aspects of memory including color and shape are stored in different
locations, potentially accounting for the difficulty he encountered in finding traces
of memory. Animal models continue to be important for studies of brain function
in behavioral plasticity. They are especially useful in revealing the neural
underpinnings of diseases that affect learning and memory.
Neurons
In the late nineteenth century, Golgi and Cajal developed staining methods
that for the first time permitted the visualization of detailed fine structure of the
brain (in birds). Cajal argued that the brain was made up of many small but
interconnected cells®®. These elements were given the name “ neuron” in 1891 by
Wilhelm Von Waldeyer®® but it was not until many years later that people
understood anything about how neurons actually functioned. In 1952, Hodgkin
and Huxley published a computational model describing the flow of electrical
current through neurons'^\ They recorded ionic currents in the giant axon fiber of
the Atlantic squid, Loligo pealei. The sheer size of this neuron enabled them to
conduct these experiments, which would have been impossible in most other
organisms.
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Homology and the Comparative Approach
Species homology has been the theoretical basis for why researchers have
and continue to ask biologically interesting questions in model organisms.
Structural and behavioral similarities among animals can result through common
descent or through convergent evolution'^^.
Genome Homology
Not surprisingly, the genomes of animals with common features and shared
ancestry are homologous to some extent. Looking at this in another way, if
sequence homology in related species contributes to the development of similar
brains, these brains may also drive similar behavior and similar aspects of
behavioral plasticity. Despite relatively long divergence times, both genome size
and genes themselves can be highly conserved even among distantly related
species'^® '^'^. Most mammals, for example, have similar genome sizes of ~3 billion
base pairs (bp)'*®. Although humans have an estimated 25,000 genes and fruit
flies have approximately 13,600, it is estimated that 60% of these are conserved
between them'*'*. Interestingly, many genes already known to be involved in
human neurological diseases have fly homologues, and mutations in these
genes appear to cause similar symptoms in both species'*®.
Brain Homology
Upon initial observation, the brains of invertebrates (e.g., insects) and
vertebrates appear vastly different. However, there is considerable evidence that
these brains evolved from a common ancestor'*®, from which both groups have
retained many common features. All craniate brains develop from three primary
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rostral-caudal segments (Fig. 1-2a) known as the forebrain, midbrain, and
hindbrain'*^. Interestingly, higher invertebrate brains also develop in three primary
rostal-caudal segments; protocerebrum, deutocerebrum, and tritocerebrum'*®
(see Fig. 1-2b).
Further evidence of homology in the brain can be found by examining the
genes known to direct aspects of nervous system development. The homeotic
(Hox) genes produce proteins involved in establishing cellular identity in early
Drosophila embryogenesis and are well conserved in all bilaterally symmetrical
animals. The presence or absence of certain Hox proteins in very specific
patterns drives the development of particular structures including the central
nervous system (CNS) precursor cells. Mutational inactivation of two specific
Drosophila Hox genes as well as their vertebrate homologs prevents cells from
adopting their expected neuronal cell fate, indicating that these genes have
similar neuronal functions in both fruit flies and mice'*^.
The Drosophila gene orthodenticle (otd) is a “ gap” gene that regulates the
formation of two main regions of the brain; the protocerebrum and the
deutocerebrum (see Fig. 1-2b). When mutated, the loss of Otd results in the loss
of the rostral brain. Its mammalian ortholog, known as Otx1, produces a similar
effect in mammals as mutations cause the loss of fore- and midbrain regions'*®.
Remarkably, full restoration of the missing brain regions results when normal
sequences of these genes are exchanged between mutants of both species'*®’®®.
This multispecies transgenic physiological rescue of brain defects is strong
evidence for similarity in the development of the CNS in the animal kingdom.
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B
Forebrain
(Proencephalon)

Protocerebrum

Deuterocerebrum
M idbrain
(M esencephalon)

Hindbrain
(Rhom bencephaton)

M ush ro om Bodies

Hippocam pus

Figure 2. Mammalian and insect brain comparison. Comparison of mammalian and insect
early brain development and functionally equivalent memory centers. (A) Early development in
the mammalian brain establishes three major divisions called the forebrain, mid brain, and
hindbrain. (B) Development of the insect brain also creates three divisions known as the
protocerebrum, deuterocerebrum, and tritocerebrum. (0) This diagram of a human brain shows
the relative location of the mammalian memory center known as the hippocampus located in the
forebrain. (D) The mushroom bodies are invertebrate memory centers located in the
protocerebrum shown here in a fly brain.
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Functional Homology
The greatest differences between vertebrate brains of various species lie in
their environmental adaptations. For example, Radinsky grouped multiple
species of otters by how often they used their forepaws to manipulate food items
and then compared this behavior with the somatosensory area in the cortex
(forebrain) where these limbs were represented. The species with the greatest
use of their forepaws use had the largest area devoted to forepaw control®*
Many brain structures found in vertebrates and invertebrates have similar
connectivity and organization. For example, the sensory systems of humans map
spatial information from the external world onto the brain in an orderly way,
generating topographic maps. In the visual system, cells in the retina that receive
input from adjacent positions in the visual field have synaptic connections at
neighboring positions in the brain®®. Topographic organization of neural circuits is
also commonly found in other vertebrates such as the audio and visual systems
in the barn owl®'* and the mechanosensory and olfactory systems in mice®®’®®.
This type of organization

has also been

demonstrated

in higher-order

invertebrates such as the honeybee and fruit fly mechanosensory and olfactory
systems®''®®.
Functional homology between vertebrate and invertebrate brains is supported
by a comparison of structures known to mediate aspects of behavioral plasticity.
The vertebrate hippocampus (see Fig. 1-2c) constitutes part of the limbic system
in the forebrain®® . The functional equivalent of a hippocampus is the arthropod
mushroom body located in the protocerebrum (see Fig. 1-2d)®°. Although not
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obviously similar physically, they are critical for both establishing memories®® ®*
showing elevated
expression of similar learning-related molecules®®'®'*.
Neuron Homology
Neurons perform essentially the same tasks and utilize similar mechanisms
across species. Sensory neurons relay information to interneurons or perhaps to
motor neurons directly through either electrical gap junctions or chemical
synapses using neurotransmitters. Human embryonic stem cells implanted into
the brains of embryonic mice and chicks®®’®® differentiate into neurons and
integrate into the host forebrain. This argues that cells are functionally similar and
interchangeable among species, lending further support to the comparative
approach using animal model systems.
Behavioral Homology
Homology across species is also seen on a behavioral level. Certainly most
animals perform the same basic behavioral repertoire as humans; they all feed,
sleep, move, and reproduce. Therefore, it should not be surprising that we share
at least some neural mechanisms that drive these common behaviors. However,
we are often astonished when encountering examples of complex behavior
thought to be exclusive to humans, such as Chimpanzees learning sign
language®^ and honeybees that dance to communicate®®. Even more complex
behavioral interactions have been described in nature. For example, the whitefronted bee-eaters {Merops bullockoides) are a type of monogamous bird
species that upon losing its brood, frequently abandon further breeding attempts

15

and begins to help a closely related pair rear their brood®^’^°. Knowing that
animals share some higher-order cognitive ability with humans makes them ideal
candidates for research into the nervous systems giving rise to these behaviors.

Conclusion
There is extensive support for the use of model systems to further our
understanding of learning and memory in all animals, including humans. This is
based on the preponderance of homology at all levels of biological organization
among species, allowing for meaningful comparisons of behavioral plasticity and
brain mechanisms from which it is derived. For as long as there have been
paintings on cave walls, tales passed down from generation to generation, and
words written on clay tablets, papyrus, or paper, we have looked to animals to tell
us a little more about ourselves. All evidence suggests that we are not mistaken
in doing so.
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CHAPTER 2

GENERAL INTRODUCTION TO DROSOPHILA LEARNING AND MEMORY
In chapter 1 I showed how animal models can be used as a proxy to help us
understand how learning and memory processes might function in humans. In
this chapter I will introduce information we have gathered from one of those
model organisms, the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster.
Neurons and neuronal assemblies can be probed in a variety of ways to
determine relevant structures to learning and memory behavior on a more macro
scale. From a geneticist’s point of view, two broad classes of genes can be
expected to perturb learning and memory when mutated: first, genes essential for
the development and maintenance of neuronal ensembles which support these
behaviors, second genes involved in the biochemistry of memory formation,
storage and retrieval. For a number of years people have been studying the
biological underpinnings of learning and memory in Drosophila at all of these
levels. In this chapter we will begin by discussing what learning behaviors have
been demonstrated in fruit flies.

Next we will introduce relevant neuronal

structures which have been implicated in learning behavior and conclude by
detailing the major classes of genes whose products support learning and
memory storage as well as other relevant features such as memory extinction
and attention.
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Fruit Fly Learning and Memory Behavior
The common fruit fly has been proven capable of learning and retaining new
memories through a variety of behavioral paradigms. Learning itself is not the
easiest thing to define. Some people have defined it based on its adaptive
significance: “We can define learning as that process which manifests itself by
adaptive changes in individual behavior as a result of experience

Some were

very restricted in their definitions making it apply more specifically to their own
work such as: “Learning is a relatively permanent increase in response strength
that is based on previous reinforcement and that can be made specific to one out
of two or more arbitrarily selected stimulus situations”^. Others believed not all
learning necessarily was adaptively beneficial or context restricted. I tend to
agree most with their definition which is more open to include a variety of
behaviors and conditions: “We consider any systematic change in behavior to be
learning whether or not the change is adaptive, desirable for certain purposes, or
in accordance with any other such criterion”^.
The level of complexity of an organism often dictates what kinds of behavioral
plasticity can be found. For example, we would not expect fruit flies to be capable
of declarative memory because this type of memory is operationally defined to
require some form of language which has not been found in flies. Because of the
innate differences between humans and flies it is often difficult to pinpoint the
exact moment a learning event occurs but we infer that it did occur by assaying
for modified behavior immediately after a training session has completed. In the
following sections I will describe what forms of learning have been demonstrated
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in fruit flies.
Nonassociative Learning
As was discussed in the first chapter, there are two primary classes of training
paradigms, nonassociative and associative, which have been demonstrated to
elicit learning in a wide variety of animals. Nonassociative learning represents the
modification of basic species-typical behaviors through repeated exposure to a
stimulus. This can further be broken down into two subclasses of nonassociative
learning known as habituation and sensitization. Habituation is a response
decrement of a behavior occurring as the result of repeated stimulation, and not
attributable to fatigue or sensory adaptation'^.

Sensitization is an increased

response of a behavior making this the theoretical opposite of habituation. But as
Hilgard pointed out this is not exclusively a nonassociative response®. This
increase can be seen in associative conditioning when a response to a
conditioned stimulus is increased at later presentations. Some component of this
increase is likely attributable to sensitization affects. More stringent definitions of
sensitization were established describing both nonassociative and associative
sensitization®. In the case of nonassociative sensitization, a stimulus (S^) is
repeatedly presented. Incremental sensitization tests for changes in the response
(R^) probability or amplitude elicited

by that same stimulus (S^) while

pseudoconditioning looks at the change in R^ when presenting a novel stimulus
(S°). While some early work with aplysia used pseudoconditioning protocols the
assays used in fruit flies were nonassociative sensitization.
Flies can exhibit nonassociative behavior. In fruit flies eight different reflexive
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behaviors have been shown to exhibit habituation across a range of sensory
modalities including (olfactory) proboscis extension reflex (PER)^®, olfactory
startle®'^®, (mechanosensory) electroshock avoidance^'^, cleaning reflex^®, leg
position

reflex^® .(visual)

landing

response^^^®,

visual

startle^®'^\

while

sensitization has been less explored with two reflexes exhibiting this behavior^^®.
Nonassociative learning has been demonstrated in a large variety of organisms
including human and rodent eyeblinking®®'®'^, spider and scorpion defensive
withdrawal reflex®®®®, marine mollusks defensive gill withdrawal reflex®^'®®. This
type of behavior does not require a complete nervous system or nerves at all
because habituation can be elicited in spinal severed cats®^ and even single
celled protozoa®®'®®.
Associative Learning
Human memory frequently relies on association of objects repeatedly seen
together to become linked in our mind; when we try to retrieve information, one
thing reminds us of another, which reminds us of yet another, and so on. Not
surprisingly,

neurobiologists have been trying to uncover the underlying

mechanisms for decades. Associative learning can be broken down into two
general subtypes classical and instrumental learning.
Classical conditioning. Classical conditioning involves the temporal pairing of
a stimulus with no previous innate meaning with a stimulus that does. An
associative learning event is inferred to have occurred when presentation of the
novel stimulus elicits the same species typical behaviors as the meaningful one.
The classic demonstration of Pavlov’s conditioning of dogs was discussed in
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chapter 1. There are many different types of learning conditions which have been
described as classical processes®'^. They range from the simple to more complex
associations. For example, a basic process called garda conditioning is based
on the principle that an animal will more easily form associations between
behavlorally relevant stimuli pairings such as flavor eliciting illness®® , while
associations between two neutral stimuli with no innate meaning signify a more
complex associative process®®.
Classical conditioning was first demonstrated in fruit flies over thirty years
ago®^. The task presented was a population level olfactory discrimination learning
assay. Two odors were presented to the flies in successive order. One of the
stimuli (CS+) was paired with a mild electric shock while the other (CS-) was
unpaired. To assay for learning, the CS+ and CS- were presented in tandem. All
flies were placed at a choice point where they could walk toward either the CS+
or CS-. Learning was interpreted to occur if a statistically significantly higher
percentage of animals favored the CS- choice than naive animals given the same
choice. The reciprocal odor combinations were used to generate another learning
index and the two scores are combined to create a learning score free of biases
such as left right preference or color/odor preference. This type of discrimination
assay (Apparatus seen in figure 2-1) has been the most frequently employed
training procedure over the years and the one used in my work but others are
used as well. Some groups have used the same T-maze apparatus but
converted it for use as an olfactory appetitive assay rather than olfactory
avoidance®®'®®. While these assays employ a population of flies to create a
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Training

Training tube

B
Testing

Figure 2-1. T-Maze apparatus used for classical training. A). Training phase of the T-maze.
Aproximately 100 flies are placed in the training tube which is lined with electrifiable copper
wire. Two odors are presented to the flies sequentially. The first is paired with shock while the
second is unpaired. Flies are then nocked into an elevator in the middle of the apparatus (black
rectangle) and lowered the the choice point below. B) Testing phase of the T-maze. Both odors
are presented to the fly in converging currents for 2 minutes. Performance is measured as a
function of shock-paired odor avoidance.
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learning index, others have demonstrated adult learning in individuals including;
the proboscis extension reflex (PER) assay'^°, courtship conditioning'^^ flight
simulator assay'^^ as well as larval olfactory discrimination assay'^^ and a visual
discrimination assay'^'*.
Second order conditioning (SOC) is used to assess an organism’s ability to
form associations between two neutral stimuli. This form of conditioning is
particularly relevant to real world scenarios the flies may encounter. In the wild
animals will not merely encounter single stimuli pairings but many layered stimuli
the animal must sort through in terms of significance. In order to examine SOC,
paradigms were needed where behavioral change caused by the association of
two neutral stimuli could be seen. To get around this difficulty, SOC pairs a
conditioned stimulus (CS^) with an unconditioned stimulus (US). Once this
association is firmly trained a second training attempts to associate a second
stimulus (CS^) with C S \ This should transfer CS^’s association with the US to
CS^. There have been few reported cases of research attempting to demonstrate
SOC in flies. Using the visual flight simulator SOC has been demonstrated using
an operant paradigm'*®. Recently the first reported case of a significant SOC
affect in olfactory classical conditioning was demonstrated in flies using an
olfactory associative paradigm'*®.
Classical conditioning has been demonstrated in a wide variety of species and
has great potential for cross species comparisons of learning. The PER assay
has proven particularly useful as it has been employed on a variety of different
insects including honeybees'*^ and moths'*®. It may be possible to use results
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from the PER assay to get a better understanding of learning capabilities across
insect species.
Instrumental conditioning. Classical conditioning involves a temporal pairing of
a conditioned stimulus and unconditioned stimulus and no behavior of the animal
during its training affects the training regime. Its goal is to determine if animals
can learn associations. Instrumental learning is different in that it tries to simulate
more real world trial and error learning procedures. A particular predetermined
behavior of an animal will be paired with a particular unconditioned stimulus often
referred to as the reinforcer. Seven distinct subtypes of instrumental conditioning
have been described®'*. Of these, the simplest variety has been demonstrated in
flies.
Thorndikian conditioning involves species-typical, reinforcement-appropriate
responses, elicited by environmental stimuli. Such responses, when reinforced,
become more likely to recur in the particular situation®®. This type of learning
behavior has been demonstrated in flies using the heatbox'*® and flight
simulator®® assays. The heatbox is typically used in a place memory paradigm in
which flies are punished by heat when entering a particular side of the box
creating an association between walking in the punished side with heat. In the
flight simulator animals are tethered in a flight arena and placed in front of a
screen which mimics proper movement based on the torque rotation and strength
placed on the tether by the fly. Animals are heated on the abdomen by a
concentrated beam of light when they orient toward certain objects or colors
placed on the screen in particular quadrants. Animals learn to associate certain
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flight behaviors with punishment.
These relatively simple tasks have been used to ask a wide variety of
questions about fly learning capabilities. In most applications of these assays,
stimuli are kept simple in order to demonstrate a clear strong learning behavior.
In some cases these assays have been used as quick throughput behavior
assays for mutagenesis screens. However, many simple yet clever modifications
allow researchers to ask a variety of questions. The flight simulator operant
assay has been used to examine if flies can separate predictive stimuli from
surrounding context by changing the background light®*. Flies could still exhibit
changed behavior when shifting from white light to a monochrome color but not
between monochromes. Many other tests trying to determine a flies ability to
properly associate stimuli among different kinds of distractions have been
completed

including visual feature extraction®®, visual context dependant

olfactory learning®®, and choice behavior®'*.
Thordikian instrumental learning has been demonstrated in a wide variety of
species including pond snails {Lymnaea stagnalisf^, honeybees®®’®'’, rats®® and
cats®®. However, some species have been shown to perform more complex
forms of instrumental learning. While thordikian learning elicits species typical
behavior more complex forms such as operant instrumental learning require the
subject

to

create

non-species

typical

(novel)

behavior.

For

example,

chimpanzees can learn tool use skills to extract insects from logs®® while dogs
can learn rudimentary counting skills®®. Even more complex instrumental learning
is distinguished by the lack of an external reinforcer such as food and relies on
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some internal reward such as we might feel once we have mastered a skill like
riding a bike. So far only a handful of mammals and birds have demonstrated
these advanced abilities®'*. However, this does not mean that flies are incapable
of these types of behavior. We may have simply not phrased the proper question
to allow them to demonstrate their abilities.
Aspects of Memory Maintenance
So far I have discussed different types of learning events and assays in which
they can be conditioned. An interesting study revealed that it is possible for a fruit
fly to demonstrate memory without demonstrating initial learning®*. Temporal
expression of protein kinase C (PKC) inhibitor caused flies to exhibit depressed
initial learning scores but normal memory scores after 1 hour. Through many
genetic and pharmacological studies researchers have been able to demonstrate
that learning can be mechanistically separated from memory and that memory
itself can be broken down into phases.
Memory retention. Memory can be mechanistically divided into four distinct
phases (Figure 1-1) having distinct behavioral, physiological, and cellular
properties revealed through experimentation. Mechanisms of short-term and
long-term memories have been separated through genetic and pharmacological
manipulation. The dunce (dnc) and rutabaga (rut) genes were examined using an
olfactory associative test and both exhibited an extreme decrement in initial
learning scores and a much sharper decrease in memory retention with in the
first hour compared to wild type®®'®®.However, after an hour the sharp drop in
retention is curtailed and any persisting memory is retained, dnc and ruf were
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therefore categorized as short-term memory (STM) mutants®'* ®®.
Intermediate memory processes (also referred to as middle term memory
MTM) bridging the gap between STM and more permanent forms of consolidated
memory have been genetically defined in flies. Interestingly, flies mutant for the
amnesiac (amn) gene show near-normal memory retention immediately after a
single training session and again seven hours later. In between these time
points, memory retention in the mutants is appreciably lower than normal®®.
Finally two distinct forms of long term memory have been established
pharmacologically

and

genetically.

Early

experiments

demonstrated

an

anesthesia-resistant component of memory (ARM) lasting up to one day after a
single training session®®'®^®®. Flies which were anesthetized immediately after
training after revival showed little memory retention. However, with increasing
time between training and anesthetization when the flies recovered they
demonstrated increasingly improved memory. It was hypothesized that over time
memory was consolidated from a labile anesthesia sensitive form to a more
stable anesthesia resistant form. Massed training (10 sessions administered one
immediately after the other) produces even stronger ARM retention, lasting about
three days, and this memory is insensitive to the protein synthesis inhibitor
cycloheximide. In contrast, spaced training (10 sessions with a 15 minute rest
interval between each) yields a protein-synthesis-dependent long term memory
(LTM) lasting several weeks®'*. How these forms of long term memory interact is
currently up for debate. Previous models proposed that ARM and LTM coexisted
in independent mechanisms with an additive affect on memory but recent studies
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have shown that mutant flies incapable of forming LTM generate interesting
results using a spaced training protocol. The more the flies were trained, the less
they could remember®®. In other words, it appeared that spaced training
extinguished ARM. This lead the researchers to conclude that ARM may act as a
gating mechanism for LTM, ensuring its formation only after repeated and
spaced training.
Extinction and attention. Memory extinction and attention in flies are two
additional exciting yet poorly understood areas of learning and memory research.
Memory decay occurs naturally and some researchers believe that this is a result
of improper maintenance or breakdown of the mechanisms which store the
memory^®. However, memory can also be extinguished by repeated presentation
of the conditioned stimulus without reinforcement®*’. When uas-

is used to

block transmission from the MBs during extinction training extinction behavior is
still seen. However, blocking transmission to the MBs during training causes the
loss of extinction*’*. This demonstrates that it is likely the same MB neurons that
are involved in forming the memory are also involved in extinguishing them.
Progress has also been achieved studying fruit fly attention. In order for an
animal to learn an event they must be capable of focusing their attention on the
events for a long enough period of time to determine their meaning. This is
particularly relevant as more and more children around the world are diagnosed
with attention deficit hyperactivity disorder causing them to have difficulties in
school (reviewed in *®). Visual choice behavior in fruit flies is correlated with local
field potential (LFP) activity in the brain centered around 20 to 30 Hz. This activity
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is transiently increased in amplitude by classical conditioning and is suppressed
during sleep*^®. Examining LFP activity in STM mutants displayed attenuated and
delayed brain responses to visual objects, as compared to wild-type flies*^'*.
All of the information presented in this section adequately demonstrates that
fruit flies are capable of a rich repertoire of behavior which we can characterize
and quantify. A better understanding of the underlying circuits and cell biology
responsible for this behavior is critical. In the following sections we will look at
brain structures and genes which have been implicated in learning and memory
behavior.

Neuronal Structures Critical for Learning Behavior
Every neuron appears to possess many characteristics required for learning
as demonstrated by single synapse preparations in Aplysia’^. However, the
power of neuronal circuits is required for most of the advanced forms of learning
behavior demonstrated by organisms. The fruit fly nervous system consists of the
brain and ventral nerve cord (CMS), stomatogastric nervous system (SNS) and a
multitude of peripheral motor and sensory neurons (PNS). Although the PNS and
SNS likely do play roles in learning behavior, in flies the CNS has received the
most attention determining relevant neuronal structures for learning. Also,
learning behavior in flies is frequently studied based on sensory input through
one modality, i.e. olfaction or vision. Therefore we will introduce structures of the
CNS which have been shown relevant to learning based on the modality they are
associated with then briefly discuss what is known about the role of PNS and
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SNS neurons.
CNS Structures of Olfactory Learning
Because olfactory associative learning is the most widely studied learning
behavior of fruit flies, much time has been invested elucidating the exact nature
of odor processing within the CNS. Chemical odorants are first detected by
olfactory sensory neurons (OSN) residing in sensilla located on the third antennal
segment and maxillary palps. These neurons typically express 1 of 63 distinct
ligand binding olfactory receptor (OR) proteins and a coreceptor*®**. OSNs
project to structures called the antennal lobes (AL) located antero-medially within
the brain which are composed of about 40-50 smaller glial bound partitions
known as glumeruli. ORNs expressing the same OR converge on one or only a
few distinct glomeruli** *®. Local interneurons also connect the distinct glomeruli
to each other. Presentation of different odorants can excite or inhibit different
ORNs creating a combinatorial code of odor representation within the AL*®.
Cholinergic projection neurons synapsing at the AL send this information
downstream for higher order processing to the lateral protocerebrum (See
chapter 1) and the dendritic region of another distinct set of brain structures
called the mushroom bodies (MB)®®'®®. A good deal of time has been spent
characterizing the MBs and their role in olfactory memory processing so we will
focus on these structures.
Mushroom bodies. Mushroom bodies are lobed structures composed of long
parallel axons originating from clusters of dorso-anterior cells. Structures with
these morphological properties are found in many marine annelids and almost all
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the arthropod groups, except crustaceans. ®® Fruit fly MB’s are composed of
2500-3000 intrinsic neurons referred to as Kenyon cells (KCs) whose perikarya
are situated in the extreme dorso-caudal region of the brain®® ®". While not all
arthropod Kenyon cells have a specific dendritic region, those that do have two
regions of common dendritic projections in either hemisphere called calyces
which are fused in the case of fruit flies®®. Their axons converge under each calyx
to form stalk-like structures know as the pedunculi, which extend rosto- ventrally
forming distinct lobes. In fruit flies five distinct lobes (figure 2-2) have been
characterized based on birth order, gene expression and axonal projection
patterns®®'®*. The a and a ' lobes project vertically while the p, P' and y lobes
project

toward

the

midline.

Lobe

sub

compartmentalization

has

been

hypothesized based on Immunocytological, golgi, and GAL4 characterization of
Kenyon cell organization in the calyces and lobes which suggested as many as
nine distinct neuronal subsets®®.
It is unclear what neurotransmitters are released by intrinsic Kenyon cells.
While glutamate expression has been shown in a population of MB cells®® its role
in

neurotransmission

cannot

be

confirmed

because

vesicular glutamate

transporter protein does not appear to express in Kenyon cells. Flowever, short
peptide products from the short neuropeptide F precursor {snpf) gene may act as
cotransmitters®®.
Mushroom bodies are involved in olfactory learning behavior. A large body of
evidence supports MB involvment in learning and memory behavior. Gene
mutations affecting MB structural integrity disrupt olfactory learning behavior®®'®®
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ped

Figure 2-2. Diagramatic representation of the Drosophila mushroom bodies. . The
mushroom bodies are composed of 2500-3000 intrinsic neurons referred to as Kenyon cells
which send axonal projections forward in the brain through the peduncle finally forming five
distinct lobes. The dendritic region known as the calyx is immediately anterior to the cell
bodies, kc = Kenyon cell bodies, ca = calyx, ped = pedunculus, a , a' p, P', and y represent the
lobes, sp = the spur, agt = antenno-glomular tract, al = antennal lobe.
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and many genes shown to be involved in olfactory learning and memory are
preferentially expressed in the MBs®®. Also, precise MB chemical ablation by
hydroxyurea abolished olfactory learning®® while disruption of Kenyon cell
neurotransmission

with

a temperature

sensitive

shibire

allele

{uas-shi^^)

demonstrated that MB signaling was essential for olfactory memory formation
and retrieval®"^'®®. Furthermore, temporal and spatial rescue of genes in the MBs
can rescue olfactory learning defects®^ ®®while RNAi silencing of the Notch gene
in the MBs disrupted long term olfactory memory®®.
It was first proposed and then demonstrated that repeated activation of a
postsynaptic cell by a presynaptic cell can change the firing properties of both
cells upon later activation^®°'^®\ Memories are formed and stored by changes
that occur in the nervous system due to the convergence of signals on a
“coincidence detector”. These changes, which are collectively known as memory
traces, include any molecular, biophysical, or cellular change induced by
learning, which subsequently alters the processing and response of the nervous
system to sensory information. A cellular assembly can act as a coincidence
detector because the convergence of two or more signals onto a single neuron
can change the properties of the neurons retaining the “memory trace” of that
event as cellular changes either transiently or permanently. If MB Kenyon cells fill
the role of coincidence detectors they must demonstrate certain properties
associated with this role. Behaviorally we can demonstrate the association
between olfactory cues and other stimuli such as electric shock punishment or
appetitive rewards®^ ®®’®®’^®®. In order to act as coincidence detectors for these
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behaviors input signals for all three stimuli must be demonstrated as well as
changed cellular properties caused by relevant behavioral input.
Olfactory input to the MBs through the antennal lobe has already been
established but clear evidence for electroshock and appetitive information flow to
the MBs has been more elusive. However, over the last few years evidence has
accumulated establishing that MBs do receive electroshock and appetitive
signals.
Many believe dopaminergic neurons deliver the aversive information while
octopaminergic neurons deliver appetitive information to the MBs. Dopaminergic
neurons extensively innervate the MBs but have minimal contact with the
antennal lobes (AL)^°®. Blockage of dopamine biosynthesis by a uas-shi^^ driven
byTH-GAL4 carrying GAL4 under the control of the regulatory region of the
dopamine biosynthesis gene tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) shows that dopamine
release is necessary for aversive conditioning. Calcium (Ca'"'") imaging studies
were used to examine MB neuronal reactivity to shock and odor presentation.
When an action potential arrives at the nerve terminal, voltage-gated Ca'"'"
channels open, causing a sudden influx of Ca'"'" ions. This pulse of
intracellular Ca'"'" results in membrane fusion between the pre-synaptic
terminal and release-ready vesicles. Ca'"'" influx has therefore been used as
an indicator of neurotransmission.

Dopaminergic neurons are responsive to

electroshock stimuli while weakly stimulated by odor presentation^®®. Studies in
fruit fly larvae also supported a role in aversive learning for dopamine. Light
induced dopamine release can substitute for aversive stimuli during olfactory
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training in larvae^®'^. Octopaminergic neurons extensively innervate both the MBs
and

Octopamine biosynthetic mutants are unaffected in aversive training

but impaired in appetitive training®®

It was also shown that Light induced

octopamine release can substitute for an appetitive stimuli in appetitive olfactory
training in larvae^®'^. A growing compilation of observations provide strong
support for the roles of dopamine in aversive and octopamine in appetitive
olfactory learning. Muddying the water a little, it was shown that a dopamine
receptor in the MBs is necessary for both appetitive and aversive learning®®.
While the exact role of these neurotransmitters in information signaling to the
MBs still needs to be elucidated, a preponderance of information supports the
idea that MBs do receive both appetitive and aversive information.
Finally, to meet the criterion established for a coincidence detector, MB
neurons must exhibit cellular plasticity in response to training. Ca’"'' imaging
studies of MB cells provide evidence for physiological changes correlated with
training. A subset of MB cells demonstrate significant Ca"^^ amplitude changes in
response to a previously trained odor compared to an untrained odor shortly after
training^®®. A different subset of MB cells have an increased intracellular Ca'"'"
amplitude in response to a previously trained odor which appears around 3 to 9
hours after training and can still be detected 24 hrs later^®^.
The fact that we can demonstrate appropriate input channels for the
necessary behavioral information and that MB cells exhibit physiological changes
associated with training implicate the MBs as coincidence detectors capable of
modifying behavior.
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Mushroom bodies generalize to multiple forms o f learning. Another important
question is whether MBs are involved in all forms of conditioning or specific
types. A few key experiments help to address this question. Experiments looking
at olfactory startle habituation used two methods, hydroxyurea ablation of the
MBs and Gal4 driven MB expression of tetanus toxin which interferes with
neurotransmitter release, to examine what role the MBs play in habituation^®.
Using both methods of MB inactivation the normal habituation response was
reduced in magnitude but not abolished. In a somewhat conflicting result, it was
shown that habituation to mild electroshock with MBs disrupted through GAL4
directed tetanus toxin expression occurred much more rapidly than in wild type
animals leading the researchers to conclude MBs are involved in preventing
premature habituation^"^. The differences seen may be caused by examination of
different reflexes however both indicate that the MBs do play a role in
nonassociative conditioning protocols such as habituation. Examining the affects
of MBs on instrumental conditioning is more difficult particularly because there
currently are no olfactory based operant learning paradigms being used in fruit
flies. However, for several visual based operant protocols, which will be
discussed in greater detail in the next section, MBs have been shown
unnecessary for normal instrumental behavior

This does not rule out the

possibility that MBs are required for all forms of olfactory conditioning.
Mushroom bodies are Implicated In learning and memory In other Insects.
Mushroom bodies are common neuronal assemblies in most invertebrates. They
have been characterized in a number of insects and have been implicated in
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learning and memory behavior in a variety of them including honeybees^®®^^®,
blowflies” \ and cockroaches^^®. While mounting evidence supports a role for
MBs in learning and memory behavior across species the exact nature of that
role may not be the same in all invertebrates. This may be due to a curious
difference in afferents to the MBs. While several species have demonstrated a
variety of multimodal input to the MBs including visual information®®'^^® no such
visual input can be demonstrated for fruit flies and MBs are unnecessary for
visual learning in flies^®®.
Many elements of the olfactory pathway exhibit memory traces. A lot of
attention has been placed on the MBs and their role in learning and memory
behavior however, other structures within the olfactory pathway and some not
previously associated with olfaction have proven to be more important role than
simply relaying information to the MBs. For example both the projection neurons
from the antennal lobes to the MBs and the dopaminergic neurons innervating
the

MBs

have demonstrated

significant cellular changes

after olfactory

conditioning. Projection neurons which previously were not activated by odor
presentation are briefly recruited as part of the odor representation” '^ while
dopaminergic neurons demonstrate prolonged Ca'"'" responses after training^®®.
These facts could speak to redundancy built into the system or imply that the
MBs are involved in some higher order processing step beyond the memory
traces generated by these first order neurons.
The discovery of two distinct cells, known as dorsal paired medial (DPM) cells
based on their location within the brain, which synapse upon the MB lobes has
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provided additional insight into the olfactory learning and memory pathway.
These cells were initially discovered based on their expression of the amnesiac
(amn) gene previously associated with middle term memory processing” ®. GAL4
driven expression of amn exclusively in the DPM cells rescued the learning
defects caused by this mutation. UAS-sh^^ was used to block DPM transmission
at specific time points during and after training revealing that DPM transmission
was only critical during a window of time consistent with the MTM phase” ®. Ca++
and PH monitoring of the DPM cells indicates that they respond to both odor and
shock presentation and appear to be both pre and post synaptic to the MBs” ^.
Projections from the DPM cells to the vertical lobes of the MBs have an
increased response to conditioned odors. It has been speculated that a DPM to
MB loop is required to stabilize memory formation in a more permanent fashion®®.
Recent experiments using RNAi silencing of critical learning and memory
genes and shf^ silencing of neuronal output indicated the ellipsoid body is critical
in olfactory LTM processing” ®. The ellipsoid body is one of four subunits which
comprise the central complex. This structure is located between the pedunculi
and immediately behind the (3 lobes of the mushroom bodies and just above the
esophagus. The central complex forms intricate connections to a variety of brain
centers, may mediate communication between the two hemispheres and is
believed to be a control center for many different behavioral outputs” ®'^®®. This is
the first example of systems level processing of memory in flies involving the
transfer of memory from one major brain region (MBs) to another (central
complex). This transfer has been noted in vertebrates already with some
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differences. Though

LTM may eventually recruit the ellipsoid

body, the

mushroom body appears to be crucial for both memory consolidation and
retrieval in flies®"^'®®. In contrast, the hippocampus is required for consolidation,
but not for retrieval, of long-lasting memories transferred to cortical systems in
vertebrates^®^
CNS Structures o f Visual Learning
The fly visual system is composed of the retina and four optic ganglia known
as the lamina, the medulla, the lobula and the lobula plate.

The retina is

composed of about 750 unit eyes called ommatidia which house eight
photoreceptor neurons. These neurons contain different rhodopsins (opsin
protein plus retinal chromophore) which are sensitive to particular wavelengths of
light. These photoreceptor neurons send information to the four optic ganglia
which have distinct functions attributed to them. The lamina is responsible for
motion detection, the medulla is involved in color processing, while the lobula
and lobulla plate are believed to be involved in higher processing of these
features^®®’^®"^. Visual projection neurons (VPNs) then send characteristic
information from the optic lobe ganglia to central brain regions. For example,
electrophysiological and Ca®"" dynamics imaging analyses of the brains of the
butterfly Papilio aegeus, moth Manduca sexta, house fly Musca domestica, and
the blowfly Caliiphora erythrocephaia showed that certain VPNs deriving from the
medulla and the lobula plate respond only to motion of distinct angles^®®'^®^. Very
little is known about the locations these VPNs project to. Several sites within the
protocerebrum have been identified as targets but as yet it is unknown what
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these regions are involved in^®^.
Many behavioral studies have been conducted exploring visual learning and
memory however; none of the known optic lobe structures have been implicated
in this

behavior to date.

Because

many central

brain

regions

remain

uncharacterized both behaviorally and anatomically in fruit flies, researchers
have tried to determine if any of the previously identified structures implicated in
olfactory memory are involved in visual memory as well. While visual input to the
mushroom bodies has been shown in the housefly®®, it has not been
demonstrated in fruit flies. Ablation studies have shown that the MBs are
dispensable for visual learning^®®. The only neuronal structure implicated in visual
learning to date is the central complex. The central complex is composed of four
subunits (ellipsoid body, fan shaped body, protocerebral bridge and noduli) and
forms intricate connections to a variety of brain centers” ®'^®®. As noted earlier,
the ellipsoid body of the central complex was implicated in LTM processing.
Another of the four subunits appears to be important for visual learning tasks.
Gal4 driven expression of tetanus toxin light chain disrupted neurotransmission in
the central complex and interfered with visual pattern memory^®®. This was
localized even further when two visual learning mutants were rescued by Gal4
driven expression exclusively in the fan shaped body^®®’^®®. In the olfactory
pathway many of the primary sensory neurons such as the antennal lobe and its
projection neurons display some evidence of a memory trace. As the visual
system is studied more it is likely the same will be true for elements of the optic
lobe and their projection neurons.
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Roles ofPNS and SNS in Learning Behavior
The stomatogastric nervous system (SNS) consists of several peripheral
ganglia that receive input from the brain; these ganglia in turn innervate muscles,
pharynx, and gut^®°. Very little is known about this systems contribution to
behavior in fruit flies as it has primarily been studied in terms of nervous system
development only. However, inferences about its possible roles can be made
based on research in other species. The SNS is common to most invertebrates
and has been extensively studied in crustaceans such as crabs for over a
hundred years in regards to its function in foregut motor pattern generation^®\ In
the American cockroach, SNS neurons involved in salivation have been
classically conditioned in a protocol remarkably similar to the ones utilized in
conditioning Pavlov’s dogs^®®. It is likely this system is involved in many aspects
of fruit fly behavior including learning and is open for future investigation.
The peripheral nervous system (PNS) has been used to investigate neuronal
plasticity in both structural and electrophysiological studies. Neuronal plasticity is
believed to be an underlying factor behind behavioral changes such as learning.
Most of the studies of PNS plasticity involve the larval neuromuscular junction
(NMJ) and focus on the abdominal segments because they form a predictable
array of accessible overlapping fibers which is repeated in each hemisegment^®®.
In order to understand the relationships between synaptic plasticity and
behavioral plasticity several mutations of genes implicated in learning and
memory behavior (discussed in greater detail in the next section) have been
examined at the NMJ revealing a variety of relevant defects. In some cases
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structural changes can be detected.

For example flies

mutant for the

phosphodiesterase coding dunce gene develop increased numbers of motor
neuron boutons and branches when compared to wildtype^®"^.

Neuromuscular

transmission can also be altered. Mutations in dunce and an adenylate cyclase
coding gene rutabaga disrupt both synaptic facilitation and potentiation^®®. While
there are still a lot of unanswered questions, the NMJ has proven to be a useful
location to look for connections between neuronal changes and altered behavior.

Genes Critical for Learning Behavior
Fruit flies have proven to be one of the most genetically tractable model
organisms over the years and a great deal of effort has been placed in mutant
discovery and generation. An ever increasing number of new genes have been
linked with learning and memory behavior over the last 30+ years due to mutant
screens. Six candidate strains showed abnormal learning or memory in the first
screen. Of those, three were later shown to be components of the cAMP second
messenger system®®’^®®’^®^. This section will try to highlight what types of
molecules and molecular pathways have been implicated in learning and
memory to date. New gene discovery is an important step to understand any
behavior. One approach has been to find mutants which affect the development
or integrity of neuronal structures known to be associated with behaviors of
interest, then test these mutant strains for defects in learning and memory
consolidation. The second approach has been to find mutants in behavioral
screens for learning or memory defects then determine what enzymes or
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molecular pathways they may affect.
Brain Structure Mutants
A screen for structural defects in the brain has the advantage of being faster
than behavioral screening plus links can later be drawn between specific brain
structures or regions and specific behavioral defects. Several mutants with
defects in the MBs including mushroom body miniature (mbm) and mushroom
bodies deranged (mbd) were identified in screens of this type and later testing
revealed impaired olfactory learning®®. A thorough inspection of the literature
revealed at least 19 genes (Table 2-1.) which affect MB and CCX development.
Although many of these are developmental genes and do not affect learning and
memory molecular pathways, they do affect structures important to learning and
memory and therefore are important to behavioral research. Some of these
mutants such as alpha lobes absent (a/a) have helped us to more clearly define
the roles of specific structures within the brain. A mutant strain of a/a, which has
variable phenotypes including the loss of all vertical MB lobes or the loss of the
medial projecting (3/(3' lobes, was used to examine if different lobes within the
MBs perform different functions. Results from behavioral studies with a/a indicate
that only the alpha lobes are necessary for LTM formation®®.

Other structural

mutants such as minibrain (mnb) have proven to be important genes in human
disease research. In Drosophila mnb flies have a markedly reduced brain
volume^®®. The mnb gene codes for a serine/threonine protein kinase which has
been implicated in the mental retardation affects caused by trisome 21 or Down
syndrome in humans. A human homologue of mnb was mapped to the Down
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syndrome critical region and extra copies of the gene transgenically placed in
mice caused learning defects^®® ” ®. Overall, this has proven to be a very valuable
method of critical gene discovery. Many of the genes derived from structural
screens in the 1980’s have yet to be fully characterized. Further exploration of
these mutant strains could lead to many valuable discoveries.
Molecular Pathway Mutants
The first mutants shown to affect learning in fruit flies impaired cell signaling
pathways.

This

makes

perfect

sense

because

cell

signaling

leads

to

physiological and structural changes in the neuron, which is believed to underlie
behavioral modification. A review of the literature reveals a wide variety of genes
which affect learning and memory behavior in Drosophila (Table 2-2). Many
affect different cell signaling pathways but others have a less clear explanation
about their affect on behavior.
Cell signaling pathways involve the binding of extracellular signaling molecules
(often neurotransmitters) to cell-surface receptors and trigger events inside the
cell. In eukaryotic cells, most intracellular proteins activated by a ligand/receptor
interaction possess an enzymatic activity. These enzymes include tyrosine
kinase, heterotrimeric G proteins, small GTPases, various serine/threoine protein
kinases, phosphatases, lipid kinases, and hydrolases. Some receptor-stimulated
enzymes create specific second messengers including cyclic nucleotides, such
as cyclic AMP (cAMP) and cyclic GMP (cGMP), Phosphatidylinositol derivatives,
such as Phosphatidylinositol-triphosphate (PIP3), Diacylglycerol (DAG) and
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Inositol-triphosphate (IP3), IP3, controlling the release of intracellular calcium
stores into the cytoplasm. Neurotransmitters and their receptors are the triggers
which cause cell signaling cascades to begin, therefore genes necessary for
neurotransmitter biosynthesis enzymes and receptors are likely critical for
learning and memory behavior.
Neurotransmitter biosynthesis and receptors. Recently evidence has pointed
in the direction of dopamine and octopamine as promising candidates critical for
learning behavior in fruit flies ^8,103,144

enzyme Tyrosine Hydroxylase (TH) is

critical for dopamine production. Inhibition of TH-positive neurons using shibire ts
disrupts appetitive learning. Mutants in the Tyramine (3 Hydroxylase (T(3H)
encoding gene can’t produce octopamine and have disrupted aversive memory®®.
Receptors for dopamine and octopamine have been examined as well. Several
have been reported as preferentially expressing in the MBs” "*'” ® and a
dopamine receptor mutant dumb1 demonstrated reduced aversive and appetitive
learning®®. A third neurotransmitter glutamate was implicated when the dNR1
mutant gene coding an N-methyl-D-aspartic acid (NMDR) receptor revealed
reduced learning and LTM” ^.

As expected, disruption of neurotransmitter

biosynthesis and reception can impair learning and memory. Downstream
components of these cascades are also implicated.
Cell signaling cascades. The cAMP pathway is likely the most extensively
studied signaling cascade involved in learning and memory in all model
organisms. It was first implicated in the sea hare Aplysia californica
mutant studies in fruit flies revealed enzymes in the pathway affected learning
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and memory behavior®®’^®®'^®^. It also has proven to be an important signaling
cascade in multiple forms of learning including habituation, sensitization,
classical, and operant learning and multiple sensory modalities including visual
and olfactory^’®^’” ®. Mutant genes at different levels of this cascade also affect
learning and multiple stages of memory. While genes involved early in the
path\A/ay such as dunce (cAMP phosphodiesterase 11) affects learning^®®, others
such as PKA-R1 (protein kinase A catalytic subunit) affects STM” ^, amnesiac
(neuropeptide related to PCAP) affects MTM®®, and dCREB2 (cAMP response
element binding protein) affects LTM^®\ This preponderance of evidence clearly
implicates that cAMP signaling cascades play an integral role in learning and
memory consolidation. Hov\/ever, further mutant studies reveal it is not the only
one.
Several other signaling cascades are implicated in learning in memory
including the phosphoinositol cascade through the implication of protein kinase C
(PKC).Typical PKC is activated by the second messengers IP3 (inositol 1,4,5
triphosphate) and DAG (Diacylglycerol) and leads to a variety of different actions
in different isoforms and cell types^^®. PKC was first implicated in learning and
memory based on the discovery of the turnip {tur) mutant. This strain exhibited
reduced PKC activity and was initially described as a learning mutant^®®.
Unfortunately, it was later sho\A/n that tur failed some necessary sensory acuity
controls and therefore it is difficult to assess PKCs role in learning using tut^. One
experiment using temporally restricted expression of a selective PKC inhibitor in
the brain, exhibited transgenic flies that failed to show depression of behavior
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immediately after associative male courtship suppression training but did show
suppression one hour later®\ The generation of more mutants affecting PKC and
other elements of the pathway are necessary to better interpret these results.
Other signaling molecules implicated in learning such as Cam kinase 11 and a 143-3 protein leonardo {leo) potentially involved in the Ras/Raf/MAPK signaling
pathway highlight the fact that we only know a small amount of the signaling
pathways involved in learning and even less about how they interact. Many of
the signaling cascade molecules discussed here have been shown to interact for
some processes such as cell proliferation (for review see” ®) so it is possible they
do interact in a variety of complex ways to contribute to behavioral modification.
Cell adhesion molecules. Another class of molecules implicated in learning is
cell adhesion molecules such as the proteins encoded by the volado (vol) and
fasciclin II {fasll) genes. The gene vol codes for an a-integrin and it is not known
how it influences behavior. One possibility is engagement of the Ras/Raf/MAPK
pathway which has been demonstrated for a-integrins in other types of cell to cell
interactions^®®. Fas 11 is a member of the immunoglobulin superfamily which is
related to vertebrate neural cell-adhesion molecule (NOAM) in both structure and
sequence^®\ Rapid reduction of Fasll at the larval NMJ coincides with MAPK
activation^®®.

These and other cell adhesion molecules may influence behavior

through activation of signaling cascades.
Translation and RNA transport mutants. Strains in this group all originated in
screens for LTM mutants. Previous experiments have shown that LTM is protein
synthesis dependant, therefore it makes sense these types of genes would be
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isolated in a defective LTM screen®"*. Proteins involved in translational control
include the translational repressor Pumillio (milord) and the transcription initiation
factor elF-5c (krasavietz) *®®. Proteins involved in cellular mRNA transport such
as the product of staufen (stau) also have been implicated^®®. This supports the
hypothesis that memory formation is dependent on the translation of preexisting
mRNA as was previously indicated in aplysia cultured neurons*®®.
The diversity of genes with well-established roles in learning and memory is
likely only the tip of the iceberg. Mutagenesis screen have one primary
drawback. Many of the genes that will prove to be most critical for learning may
also be critical for survival and may never by seen as viable mutants. However,
researchers today are trying many different approaches to get around this
problem including DNA microarray experiments looking for changes in gene
expression after conditioning*®® and temporally controlled RNA interference to
determine the effects in adulthood of larval lethal genes®®. Likely the list of genes
known to affect learning and memory will continue to expand exponentially in the
coming years.

Conclusions
As discussed in this chapter a great deal of information pertaining to how
learning and memory is processed has been gained through examination of the
fruit fly

Drosophila

melanogaster.

A

plethora

of behavioral

conditioning

procedures are available to train flies by isolating particular sensory modalities
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and precisely controlling stimuli presentation.

Behavioral results have been

correlated with environmental, pharmacological and genetic manipulation of
neuronal structures and biochemical pathways to expand our understanding of
the biological underpinnings of behavior. Learning and memory research by the
biological sciences has been conducted for over 100 years resulting in many
important discoveries. Furthering our understanding of the learning and memory
mechanisms of the fruit fly will continue will continue to provide new insight into
the mechanisms which underlie our own learning and memory abilities.
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CHAPTER 3

DEVELOPMENTAL AND BEHAVIORAL DEFECTS CAUSED BY THREE
DROSOPHILA MUTATIONS
One of the many approaches to studying learning and memory is to screen for
gene mutations which affect the structural integrity of the brain in regions critical
for learning and memory such as the MBs^^ and CCX^'^. Almost 30 years ago,
researchers in the Heisenberg lab examined flies obtained from two ethane
methyl sulfonate (EMS) mutagenesis screens and discovered a large number of
mutations which affected these structures®. Many of those mutations are still
poorly characterized to this day. Three of the mutant genes discovered in that
study, mushroom body miniature B (mbmB), mushroom bodies reduced (mbr),
and small mushroom bodies (smu) will be further characterized in this
Dissertation.
The Drosophila mutant allele of mbmB was discovered in a collection of 1400
stocks of unknown genetic origin carrying EMS treated 2"^ chromosomes
(courtesy of J. Nüssiein- Volhard)®’^. Serial paraffin histology analysis revealed a
reduced MB calyx volume (30% of WT), as well as a slim peduncle and lobes.
Minor central complex defects were also noted in the original genetic background
which diminished upon outcrossing to {CSŸ. It was described as female sterile
and exhibited reduced learning scores in an appetitive olfactory arena paradigm®.
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Recent work has also demonstrated a reduced viability and growth rate and that
loss of mbmB function does not affect the early development of MB
neuroectoderm and neuroblasts up to stage thirteen®.
The mutant alleles of mbr and smu were found in a similar serial paraffin
histology screen of EMS treated X-chromosomes®'^. In their original genetic
background they displayed very similar phenotypes. Both have calyx volumes
reduced to about 25% of wildtype, CCX defects including open ellipsoid bodies
and misshapen noduli, both are male sterile and semi-lethal. When outcrossed to
Canton S, mbr only exhibited minor changes however, all CCX defects were no
longer evident in smu flies^. In our current investigations we have not found any
mbr homozygous females and their presence is a rare event in smu flies as well.
Until now, neither mutation has been characterized for behavioral defects.
The further characterization of these mutant lines will serve two important
purposes. First, each of these mutations affects MB development and by
examining defects resulting from them we will improve our understanding of this
process. Also, as an ongoing project in our lab we are characterizing MB
structural mutants to build a catalog of genes preferentially affecting particular
lobes; which will then be correlated with their behavior to determine any patterns
that may arise. The analysis of these three mutations is the start of this larger
project. An expanding body of evidence supports the theory that deferent lobes
perform distinct functions.
Drosophila MBs develop sequentially. Two distinct cell fate switches occur
during mid-third instar and the pupal stage allowing the linear generation of first
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the Y lobe neurons followed by a7(3' neurons and finally a/(3 neurons respectively
from only 4 neuroblasts®. Spatial rescue experiments of the mutant adenylate
cyclase gene rut specifically implicated the y lobe in STM formation^®, Shibire ts
disruption of neurotransmission and calcium imaging studies support a role for
a'/(3' in STM and MTM^^’^^, and mutant analysis of the a/a gene and calcium
imaging studies implicate the a lobes in LTM f o r m a t i o n ^ T h e s e studies,
demonstrate that our approach is a viable way to examine structure function
relationships in MB lobes.
In this chapter I will establish that lobe structure is unaffected in wandering
third instar mbmB, smu and mbr larvae. All three mutations have disrupted lobe
formation in adult flies while mbmB and smu preferentially disrupt certain lobes,
leaving others intact. I show that MB cell number is unaffected until late 3^*^ instar
larval development in mbmB and smu flies. Two of the three mutations {mbmB
and smu) have olfactory learning and memory defects. Finally, both odor and
shock avoidance defects were revealed in mbr flies. These results expand our
understanding of how these mutations affect MB development and what
functions the MB lobes perform in learning and memory behavior.

Materials and Methods
Fly care
We cultured flies (20 males and 50 females) for behavior at equal density in
plastic bottles with cotton plugs on 40 ml of standard Drosophila cornmeal and
molasses medium at 24° while flies for microscopy were raised in a similar
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manner in vials containing

8

ml of food. For all behavioral experiments we used

Canton S (CS) as a control line for the mutant mbmB, smu and mbr strains. All
mutations had been previously outcrossed to CS to ensure as little genetic
background effects as possible.
All flies used for confocal laser scanning microscopy are listed in Table 3-1.
We generated w\\d type heterozygous GFP-expressing flies by utilizing the
GAL4-UAS system^®. Flies carrying either a membrane bound or nuclear
localized GFP reporter construct were crossed w\\h five different GAL4 strains in
which expression was reported in distinct subsets of MB neurons. Membranetargeted GFP expression was examined in GAL4/ mCD8 ;;GFP. Nuclear-localized
GFP expression in GAL4/GFP;lacz nis was used to count KG nuclei. All five of
these GAL4 elements were crossed into the mutant genetic backgrounds in order
to visually compare them with v\/ild type. Elements located on the second
chromosome

(Table

3-1)

required

recombination

with

mbmB

carrying

chromosomes. All other elements resided on different chromosomes than the
mutant genes and required no recombination. Samples of the crossing schemes
can be found in Figure 3-1. Since changes in genetic background have
previously been shov\/n to affect these brain phenotypes^, paraffin mass
histology® was used to verify that there was no change in calyx volume by these
crosses.
Behavioral experiments
Associative odor learning, memory and sensory acuity controls were assayed
using a Pavlovian conditioning T-maze paradigm as described
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Name

Expression

Genes
mushroom body miniature B
(mbmB)
small mushroom bodies
(smu)
mushroom bodies reduced
(mbr)
UAS-Reporter constructs
P[UAS-mCD 8 ;:GFP.L]LL6
(mCD 8 ::GFP)
P{UAS-GFP::lacZ.nls}30.1
(GFP:;lacz nIs)
GAL4- constructs
P[GAL4]201Y] (201Y)
P[GAL4]C739](C739)
P[GAL4]C772] (C772)
P[Mef2-GAL4.247] (247)
P[GAL4]OK107] (O K I07)

Chromosome

2nd

reference
6

X

7

X

7

membrane

3rd

17

nuclear

2nd

Y and a/|3 lobes

2nd
2nd
2nd

a/p lobes
Y, o'/p’ and a/p
lobes
Y, a /p ' and a/p
lobes
Y, aVp' and a/p
lobes

3rd
4th

18

19
19
19

2U
21

Table 3-1. Fly strains used to generate confocal images. Column 1 lists the genes,
reporter constructs, and GAL4 constructs used in the anatomical analysis of the three mutant
strains. Column 2 lists the locations of GFP and GAL4 expression of the reporter and GAL4
construct flies. Column 3 lists the chromosome the particular gene or construct is located.
Column 4 lists the first reference for each gene or construct.
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mbr & smu WITH CHROMOSOME-2 TRANSPOSON COMBINATIONS

Gi

w/Y; al BI/SM5 x FM7a/FM7a
It

G2

^

w/Y; V / V X w/FM7a; al BI/2^ & FM7a/Y; SM5/2^ x w mbr/FM7a
^

G3

It
FM7a/Y; V/al Bl ><■w mbr/FM7a; SM5/2*
It

G4

^

FM7a/Y; V/SM5 x w mbr/FM7a; V/SM5
it

Gs_________ w mbr/Y;

^

V / V & FM7a/Y;

V /V y^w mbr/FM7a; V/ V _______

mbr & smu WITH CHROMOSOME-3 TRANSPOSON COMBINATIONS
Gi

w/Y; TM3/TM6b x FM7a/FM7a
it

Gz

^

w/Y; V /V x w /F M 7 a ; TM3/3^ & FM7a/Y; TM6b/3^ ^ w mbr/FM7a
^

G3

it

FM7a/Y; V/TM3 x w mbr/FM7a; TM6b/3*
it

G4

^

FM7a/Y; V/TM6b x w mbr/FM7a; V/TM6b
it

Gs

w mbr/Y;

^

V /V & F M 7 a/Y ;

continued...
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V /V ^w m b r/F M 7 a ; V /V

mbr & smu WITH CHROMOSOME-4 TRANSPOSON COMBINATIONS
Gi

w/Y] V /V ^F M 7a/F M 7a

Gz

FM7a/Y; V/4^ x w mbr/FM7a
It

G3

^

FM7a/Y; V/4^ x w mbr/FM7a; V/4^
it

G4

FM7a/Y; V /V

^
w mbr/FM7a; V /V

STOCK: USE ONLY REDDEST EYE FLIES ( V /V HOT V/4^)

mbmB WITH CHROMOSOME-2 TRANSPOSON COMBINATIONS
Gi

w/Y; V /V y- w/w; mbmB/SM5

Gz

w/Y; mbmB/SM5 x w/w; V/mbmB
it

G3

"[ w/Y; VmbmB/mbmB Tx w/w; mbmB/SM5 EE], 1/n ~ distance
It

G4

^

SECTION 1 COLLAR RED Cy^ FLIES/LINE
[ w/Y; V mbmB/SM5 x w/w; V mbmB/SM5 ]

___________________STOCKS: KEEP RED Cy FLIES/LINE_____________

continued...
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mbmB WITH CHROMOSOME-3 TRANSPOSON COMBINATIONS
Gi

w/Y; TM3/TM6b x \n/ w, al BI/SM5
1C

^

G2

w/Y; al Bi/2"; TM6b/3^ x w/w; mbmB/SM5 & w/Y; SM5/2"; TM3/3^ x
w/w; V /V

G3

w/Y; mbmB/al Bl; TMBb/S^ x \n/\n ; SM5/2^; V/TM3
1C

G4

^

w/Y; mbmB/SM5; V/TM6b x
1C

\n /

w

;

mbmB/SM5; V/TM6b

^

w/Y; mbmB/SM5; V/V'x- w/w; mbmB/SM5; V /V

mbmB WITH CHROMOSOME-4 TRANSPOSON COMBINATIONS
Gi

w/Y; V /V y- w/w; aIBI/SM5
1C

G2

^

w/Y; al BI/2^; V/4^ x w/w; mbmB/SM5
1C

G3

^

w/Y; mbmB/al Bl; V/4^ x w/w; al BI/SM5; V/4^
1C

G4

^

w/Y; mbmB/SM5; V /V y w/w; mbmB/SM5; V / V

________ STOCK: USE ONLY REDDEST EYE FLIES ( V / V m j V/4*)

Figure 3-1. Crossing Schemes used to Create Flies for Microscopy. FM7a is a first
chromosome balancer. alBI/SM5 are second Chromosome balancers. TM3/TM6b are thirs
chromosome balancers. V = P element line.
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p r e v i o u s l y ^ G r o u p s of approximately 100 3-6 day-old flies were aspirated into
Training tube embedded with an internal double-wound electrifiable copper grid.
To assay short term odor learning and memory, flies were exposed to an air
current (750 ml/min) bubbled through one odor [1.4 X 10^ dilution of 4-methyl
cyclohexanol (MOH) (Sigma) or 8 X 10^ Benzaldehyde (Benz) (Sigma) in heavy
mineral oil (Sigma)] paired temporally with 1.25 second pulses of 120V do
electric shock delivered every 5 sec for 1 min. They were then exposed to an air
current bubbled through a second odor without electric shock for an additional 1
min. We assessed learning and memory by presenting trained flies with both
odors in converging air currents for 2 min. Performance was measured as a
function of shock-paired odor avoidance at a variety of time points ranging from 1
min (giving an approximation of learning at the earliest testable time in the Tmaze) to 6 hr after training. A second group of flies were trained in a reciprocal
manner and tested. Scores from both tests were averaged to account for odor
preferences among different populations of flies. Long-term memory was
assessed using both spaced and massed protocals^^. In a spaced protocol the
short-term protocol listed above is repeated 10 times with 15 min rest intervals
between each cycle. The massed protocol also repeats the short-term protocol
10 times but with no intervening rest periods. The flies are initially placed in the
apparatus for 150 min before training to ensure an equal time in the machine for
both protocols. In electric shock avoidance controls, one arm of the T-maze was
electrified with 120 V dc for 2 min. In odor-avoidance controls, flies were exposed
to 1.4 X 10"^ dilutions of MOH or 8 X 10'"' Benz versus air for 2 min. A
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performance index represents the average normalized percent avoidance of the
shock-paired odor (learning, memory) or individual stimulus (sensory acuity).
Histology and anatomy
Paraffin mass histology was used to process flies for neuroanatomical
analysis as described p r e v i o u s l y ^ T h r e e - four day old Drosophila adults were
cold-anaesthetized and placed in collars. They were then fixed in Carnoy’s
solution [6 parts EtOH (95 %), 3 parts chloroform, 1 part acetic acid; made fresh
daily], dehydrated in ethanol, embedded in paraffin, cut in 7 |im serial frontal
sections, and photographed under a fluorescence microscope with an AXIOCAM
digital

camera

(Zeiss).

Calyx

volumes

measurements of serially-sectioned

were

derived

brains^using

from

planimetric

AXIOVISION

software

(Zeiss). The mean of both calyces was used for each fly. To examine GPP
expression in whole mounted fly brains, heads were dissected in 1X phosphate
buffered saline (PBS) (8g of NaCI, 0.2g of KOI, 1.44g of Na2 HP0 4 , 0.24g of
KH2 PO4 in 1L distilled H2 O at PH 7.4) and washed in FOCUS-CLEAR (Pacgen)
for 15 min. They were then mounted and viewed under a fluorescence
microscope with a far blue (FITC) filter. Z-series confocal images were collected
(Zeiss LSM510) covering the whole MB for viewing structure (1.5 pm virtual
sections), or perikarya clusters (1 pm virtual sections) for counting cells. GFPlabeled KC nuclei in brains were counted manually in every 7th section with the
assistance of IMAGE-J software^^, ensuring that all perikarya (diameters, 5-6 pm)
in each of these sections would each be counted only once. Larval brains were
prepared in the same manor only they were not washed in FOCUS-CLEAR
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before mounting. Because mbmB flies have a reduced growth rate during
development® staging of all larvae was based on mouth hook structure^'^.
Immunocytochemistry
Intact adult brains were dissected under PBS, fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde
at 4°C for 3hrs. and washed 3 X 30min in PBT (PBS pH 7.4 with .2% Triton X100). Brains were blocked Ih r with PBSBT (PBS pH 7.4, .2% Triton X-100,
1%BSA) and then incubated overnight at 4°C with primary antibody [mouse antiFAS II (mAB1D4)^® (1:5) (Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank)]. Next the
brains were washed 4 X 30min in PBSBT and placed in secondary antibody [goat
anti mouse Alexa Fluor 568 (1:1000) (Molecular Probes)] for 4hrs at room
temperature. Finally, they were washed 3 X30min in PBT and transferred to
slides for viewing.

Results
Analysis o f larval lobe structure
GAL4 expression elements have been used in a variety of studies to assess
normal neuronal morphology in Drosophila^^'^^. We have crossed several GAL4
elements (listed in table 3-1) into the three mutant genetic backgrounds in this
study for use in assessing MB structural changes in finer detail than is allowed by
paraffin mass histology.

Previous experiments have shown that mutants with

structural effects are sensitive to genetic background manipulation often resulting
in changed phenotypes^. Therefore after crossing these elements into the mutant
strains, we used paraffin mass histology to determine if any change in calyx
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volume compared to the original mutant lines was detectable. Some minor
significant (F[7 ,66] = 2.485, P = .025) volume differences can be seen betvyeen the
largest volumes and smallest volumes among the vyild type GAL4 lines (figure 32 A) but none are significantly different from the control flies (SNK a =.05). As
vyith the wild type control flies there was a significant difference seen between the
largest volumes {mbmB C739 and mbmB OKI 07) and the smallest volume
{mbmB 201Y) (F[7 ,56] = 4.586, P = .0001) but none of the lines are significantly
different from the mbmB control line as seen in figure 3-2 B (SNK a =.05). The
smu and mbr lines appear quite stable {smu F[5,45 ] = .305, P = .907; mbr F[5 ,35] =
.587, P = .710) with no significant differences (figure 3-2 C and D).
During fly metamorphosis there is a large scale rearrangement of MB
morphology were y axons are pruned and re-grown medially®’®®. For this reason it
is important to look at how the mutations affect MB development in larvae as well
as in adults. Drosophila larval MBs are predominantly composed of y neurons
which bifurcate into vertical and medial branches Membrane-targeted GFP
expression was driven with the OK107 driver in wandering 3'^® instar larvae to
examine MB structure (figure 3-3). Larval MBs in all three mutants have normal
morphology compared to wild type as vertical and medial projections are
apparent. There were no significant differences in thickness between the mbmB
or smu mutant flies and their wild type counterparts. Flowever, mbr flies appear
much thinner than wild type controls suggesting a reduced cell number.
Assessment o f Adult MB lobe structure
Next we crossed the mutant/GAL4 lines with a membrane bound GFP to
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assess MB lobe structural integrity in adults. Ten images where obtained for all
five lines for a total of 50 per mutant (25 male and 25 female for mbmB and all
males

for

smu,

mbr).

The

mbmB-GAL4

flies

were

crossed

with

mbm6/mCD8::GFP flies to obtain homozygous mbmB flies with GAL4 and GFP
elements. For smu and mbr, both X-chromosome mutations, mutant /GAL4 flies
were crossed with control mCD8:;GFP flies and only males were examined as
there are not homozygous female viable. Wild type control images were obtained
for each GAL4 line (figure 3-4 A-E) for comparison with mutant images. An ideal
MB illustration is presented in figure 3-3F showing all five lobes in their proper
configuration.
The mbmB mutation causes the mildest phenotypic changes in the MBs
(figure 3-4 G-K, illustration in L). All lobes appear to be present but the vertical
lobes (a and o') are much thinner than wild type flies. Also, the (3 lobes cross the
midline and appear to fuse (indicated by white arrows figure 3-4 G-K). This
phenotype was 100% penetrant in 50 samples. Although this phenotype was not
anticipated as it was not previously detected by paraffin mass histology, it has
been seen before in mutant strains exhibiting learning defects®^

The y lobe

appears to be unaffected at this level of analysis.
The smu mutation caused a much more severe phenotypic change. The y
lobe looks unaffected in smu flies however all other lobes appear severely
reduced (figure 3-4 M-R, illustration in R). White arrows in figure 3-4 M,N, P and
Q indicate a thin vertical lobe. It is not possible to distinguish between a and o'
neurons in these images. The red arrow in figure 3-4N illustrates what can be
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seen of the (3 lobe in this fly. It appears thin consistent with a. The most severe
defects were observed in the mbr flies. The y lobe is still prominently seen but
appears reduced in thickness compared to wild type (figure 3-3 S-W, illustration
in X).

Another striking feature is the near complete absence of the a/o' lobes.

The yellow arrow in figure 3-4 V illustrates the one of two whisper thin vertical
lobes seen in any of the 50 images (4%) of mbr flies . GAL4 c739 has strong
expression in the a/p lobes. Figure 3-4 T is a representative image of mbr, C739
in which no MB neurons are detectable.
One of the drawbacks to using GAL4 expression to visualize the MBs is that
only a subset of MB cells is represented®®. At best only half of the present MB
neurons can be visualized with any given line. This is particularly important for
smu and mbr characterization where it is impossible to differentiate between a
and a' neurons in the vertical lobe of smu and mbr appears to have few if any
a/p/a' neurons. In order to more clearly distinguish how each of the three
developmental lobe sets are affected, 1counterstained mutant/C793 or C772 flies
with mouse anti-FASll, which preferentially stains the a/p and y lobes (figure 35). This permitted a more clear differentiation between a and a' neurons. Also,
staining of all a/p neurons through immunohistochemistry may reveal more
vertically projecting neurons than GAL4 expression has indicated. The first row of
images in figure 3-5 (A-C) is wild type flies for comparison with the mutant
phenotypes.

The next rows are representative images of the three mutants

[mbmB (D-F); smu (G-1); and mbr (J-L)]. Column 1 is C739 compressed Z stack
GFP expression images with anti-FASll counterstaining while column 2 are
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Figure 3-5. FAS II staining of mutant/GAL4 flies Column 1 consists of compressed z stack
images of fly brains with c739 GFP expression in green, co-stained with anti-FASll in red.
0739 expresses in a/(3 lobe only while FASH expresses in a/(3 and y lobes. Column 2 consists
of one slice from a z-stack of images at an appropriate level to examine the prime lobes using
C772 GFP expression co-stained with anti-FASll. C772 expresses in all five lobes. A-B). Wild
type flies. D-E). mbmB fly brains. G-H). smu fly brains. J-K). mbr fly brains. C, F, I, L).
Illustration representing phenotypes seen in the various lines. All white arrows indicate what
lobes are present in the individual brain.
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individual slices from C772 confocal Z-stacks with anti-FASll counterstaining
highlighting all lobe subsets. Column 3 illustrations indicate which lobes are
present based on our images. All lobes can be seen in mbmB flies which are
indicated by white arrows in (D) and (E). Counterstaining was particularly useful
for the smu and mbr flies. White arrows in (G) indicate the y and p medially
projecting lobes can be distinguished while arrows in (H) indicate both vertical
lobes. Based on these results it appears that all three lobe sets are represented
in smu flies. FASH expression in all a neurons as in (G) still reveals a severely
thin lobe. Expression in mbr fly medial lobes (J) does not clearly differentiate the
lobes. However, in the slice indicating vertical lobes (K) a thin strand with only
green expression (o') and a thin strand with only red expression (a) can be seen.
The majority of the neurons visible with C772 expression are y neurons.
Mutant flies exhibit reduced cell number In late larval and adult stages
1 hypothesized that the thin lobes we described in all three mutant flies were
caused by a cell proliferation defect resulting in less Kenyon cell birth during
development. A previous finding that mbmB flies have no significant difference in
dachshund expressing cells in the MB neuroectoderm

up to stage 13 of

embryogenesis® made it important to determine the developmental stage when
cell number is affected. In order to answer this question nuclear-targeted GFP
was expressed in whole mount brains at three developmental stages to count
cells and determine when there was a significant difference. Previous studies
have reported that MB Kenyon cells develop sequentially. Neurons projecting
into the y lobe of the adult MB are born first, prior to the mid-3rd instar larval
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stage. Neurons projecting into the o' and P' lobes are born between the mid-3rd
instar larval stage and puparium formation. Finally, neurons projecting into the a
and P lobes are born after puparium formation®. Therefore we counted cells of
larvae in 3'^'^ instar pre-wandering stage, 3^'^ instar wandering stage and adult flies
to determine when cell number became significantly different from wild type
controls. Consistent with the previous result indicating early cell number was
unaffected in mbmB embryos, we found no significant difference in OK107
expressing cells between mbmB and wild type control flies in pre-wandering 3^®
instar larvae (figure 3-6A). However, there was a significant difference in OK107
expressing cells in both wandering 3^'^ instar and adult mbmB mutant flies (SNK
a=.05). A 62% reduction in OK107 expressing cells was seen in adult mbmB flies
compared to OS. These results are consistent with the fact that we observed a y
lobe of normal thickness in adult mbmB flies while all other lobes appeared much
thinner. We obtained very similar results with smu flies (figure 3-6B). There was
no significant difference in OK107 expressing cells in pre-wandering 3'”'^ instar
larvae but a significant difference at both later time points (SNK a=.05). A 74%
reduction in OK107 expressing cells was seen in adult smu flies compared to OS.
We attempted a similar experiment with mbr flies; however, we found that
expression of OK107 in mbr larvae was particularly faint and difficult to
distinguish from background noise. Counts were obtained for adult mbr flies
(figure 3-60). mbr adult flies showed the biggest reduction with 84% lost OK107
expressing cells. Based on the fact that larval and adult lobes appear thinner
than wild type controls we believe cell number is likely reduced at a very early
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time in development in mbr flies.
Influence of mutant genes on learning and memory behavior
Both mbmB and smu were isolated because of aberrant MB structure. Since
MBs are a secondary olfactory neuropil essential for mediating associative odor
learning and memory in Drosophila^'^'^^, we examined the behavior of mbmB and
smu flies using three different paradigms. The first was a Pavlovian conditioning
assay which assesses learning and short term memory using a single training
bout^’^’^®. Learning of odors paired with electric shock was profoundly reduced in
homozygous mbmB (20%) and male smu (58%) flies relative to cs flies (figure 37 A and C) while mbmB heterozygotes were unaffected. There appears to be no
significant impact on short term memory consolidation in mbmB since the
ANOVA genotype X time interaction component was not significant (mbmB F[8 ,io4]
= .46, P = .876) However smu flies do have a significant short term memory
defect (genotype X time

F[3 ,64] = 257.214, P = .026). Similar olfactory

conditioning defects and decreased rates of memory decay have been described
for several Drosophila mutants®® ®^, including those with observed reductions in
MB anatomy^’®"^’®®.
We also employed spaced and massed training protocols to assess LTM and
ARM retention. The spaced protocol has been shown to produce LTM lasting
weeks while massed training generates ARM which lasts for about 3 days^^. At
both 12 and 24 hrs there is no significant difference between mbmB
heterozygotes and CS for massed or spaced training (SNK a = .05). However,
mbmB flies are impaired in both forms of long term memory (genotype
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F[2 ,601=132.190, P < .0001; time

F[3 ,so] = 49.077, P < .0001; Treatment X time

F[6 ,60] = 8.027, P < .0001). There is a striking difference between the spaced
training results and those for massed. ARM generated by massed training is
reduced (38%) at 12hrs and is completely abolished by 24 hrs. LTM generated
by spaced training is not observed at either 12 or 24hrs and appears not to form
at all (figure 3-7 B). For smu flies ARM and LTM were assessed at 24 hrs only
and both are abolished (genotype F [1,32] = 67.05, P < .0001) at that time (figure 37D).
Assessment o f sensory acuity
In order to determine if defects observed in a pavlovian olfactory conditioning
paradigm can be attributed to defective learning and memory mechanisms it is
essential to first determine that the animal’s sensory acuity is not impaired and
therefore mimicking a learning phenotype. We examined the ability of the three
mutants to avoid electric shock and odor (Figure 3-8). Mutant flies of the mbmB
and smu genes did not have sensory acuity defects in control tests relevant to
our conditioning paradigm. They avoided 120 V dc shock pulses normally
compared to control (CS) flies. Similarly, both showed normal avoidance of both
benzaldyhyde

(8

X 10 '"^) and 4- methylcyclohexanol (1.4 X 10 '^) odorants

{mbmB F[2 , 45] = 87.515 P = .129; smu F[i, 30]= .234 P = .632) at the dilutions used
in classical conditioning (figure 3-8A-B).
The case is quite different with the mbr mutant flies. They are significantly
impaired

for

avoidance

of

shock

and

both

benzaldehyde

and

methylcyclohexanol at testing concentrations (figure 3-8 0) (F [1, 30] =117.348 P
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=.0001). For this reason mbr was not tested for learning or memory.

Discussion
in this study I have examined anatomical and behavioral defects in the mutant
strains mbmB and smu. The anatomical defects caused by a third mutation mbr
were also examined. Using the GAL4-UAS system I was able to characterize MB
gross anatomical defects caused by the three mutations. Lobe anatomy of
wandering third instar larvae in mbmB and smu flies appear essentially wildtype
while mbr larval MBs look proper in terms of projections but were much thinner
than wildtype. All lobes are detectable in adult mbmB flies but there is a (3 lobe
fusion across the brain midline and the a/(3 and aV(3' lobes are thinner than wild
type. The y lobes are not affected. In adult smu flies all lobes can again be
shown but the a/(3 and aVP'lobes are severely thin even when compared to
mbmB flies. The y lobes are not affected in smu flies as well. The most severe
adult phenotypes were seen in mbr flies. Only minor traces of a/(3 and a'/(3'
neurons can be seen. There are still y neurons present but not at wild type levels.
Cell counts of OK107 expressing Kenyon cell bodies at three different
developmental time points reveal that mbmB and smu cell number is not reduced
until the mid-third instar. Adult cell number is also reduced in mbr flies.
Significant reductions in odor and shock avoidance were shown for mbr flies.
While mbmB and smu flies had normal odor and shock avoidance initial learning
was impaired in mbmB and smu flies. The learning impairment was more severe
in smu flies and was accompanied by a significant STM defect. Both spaced and
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massed training protocols were used to assess LTM and ARM. At 24 hrs both
LTM and ARM are abolished in mbmB and smu flies. At 12 hrs after training
mbmB flies had reduced but still detectable ARM levels however there was no
significant LTM remaining.
]S lobe fusion in mbmB flies
In wild-type Drosophila melanogaster, axon fibers in the medially projecting
lobes typically terminate near the midline but do not cross it^®. In our studies we
found that in mbmB mutant flies, (3 lobe axons cross the midline and appear to
fuse the left and right (3 lobes together. This (3 lobe fusion in mbmB flies was an
unexpected phenotype because it was not seen in paraffin sections of adult
brains. However, similar phenotyes have been noted before in at least thirteen
different genes which cause MB structural defects'^^''^® three of which have
documented learning or memory defects^^ ‘^®'^°. Flies mutant for the gene fused
mushroom bodies (fum) were the first to be reported with a (3 lobe fusion
phenotype'^® as well as 30 min memory defects^'^. (3 lobe fusion does occasionally
occur in wild type flies but with a very low penetrance (1-7%)^^'^^ and moderate
expressivity when compared to the mutant fly phenotypes.
Flies with (3 lobe fusions have appeared in human disease models as well.
Two in particular stand out.

Fragile X syndrome, a very common form of

inherited mental retardation in humans^^ is caused by mutation of the fragile-X
mental retardation 1 (Fmr1) gene. Fragile X patients have cognitive deficits, with
visuospatial skills more impaired than language®^. The Drosophila fragile x
mental retardation gene (dFmr1) is a fly ortholog which revealed a (3 lobe fusion
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upon early characterization of the brain anatomy^^. Another important human
disease gene homologue is the fused lobes ( f d l f gene which encodes an NAcetylglucosaminidase

This

enzyme

hydrolyzes

glycosides

of

N-

acetylglucosamine producing alcohol and N-acetylglucosamine. A deficiency of
this enzyme results in mucopolysaccharidosis III B which is characterised by
progressive mental retardation, heparitin sulfate in the urine, mild dwarfism, and
other skeletal disorders in humans.
Other mutations which cause a (3 lobe fusion phenotype include a variety of
different genes such as derailed (drf'°) a receptor tyrosine kinase involved in
learning®^’^'^, Ciboulot (cib) encoding actin binding proteins'^^, the retained/dead
ringer {retn) gene which affects courtship behavior'^® and unknown genes that
came out of an MB ablation microarray screen'^^.
It is not clear what causes the (3 lobe fusion phenotype but a ring of glial cells
only present during development has been implicated. Specifically, A transcient
interhemispheric fibrous ring (TIFR) appears during early larval stages in the
region of the brain later occupied by the CCX and then disappears around 72hrs
after pupariation'^°. It was shown that (3-lobe neurons cross the midline and that
CCX cells tend to converge on the position of the TIFR which itself appears
disrupted in dri mutant brains. This led to the conclusion that the TIFR aided in
proper brain formation by acting as a scaffold for the CCX and releasing
repulsive signals preventing midline crossing. If this hypothesis is true then
mutant alleles of genes causing a (3 lobe fusion phenotype will play some role in
either allowing (3 neurons to sense the repulsive signals or disrupt the TIFR cells
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and the repulsive signal they produce. One of the ongoing projects of our lab is to
molecularly characterize the mbmB gene allowing us to determine its expression
pattern. When we have detailed images of MbmB protein expression it will help
us see how it fits into this proposed model.
Although there are quite a few mutants known to induce a (3 lobe fusion
phenotype, the behavioral outcome of this has not been well characterized. Two
studies have tried to address this question. First, molecular work on the dFmr1
gene (which displays a beta fusion) has shown that excess glutamate signaling is
involved in fragile x syndrome behavior defects. Treatment with glutamate
receptor agonists during development rescued courtship behavior and the (3
midline crossing phenotype^°. Flowever, glutamate receptor agonist treatment in
adults rescued courtship behavior defects but not the midline crossing. This
suggested that the lobe fusion was not causal for the noted behavior defects.
The second study involved the retn gene which is also involved in courtship
behavior"^®.

They found that all of the mutant females they tested showed an

increased resistance to male courting while only about 1/3 of the flies dissected
for anatomical analysis showed the midline crossing phenotype. This led them to
conclude that the (3 lobe fusion phenotype was not causal to the behavioral
defects.
While it has been clearly established that the MBs are involved in several
types of behavior including

learning®®, walking®® and sleeping®^ there is no

documented role for the (3 lobes in these behaviors. One of the goals of our
project as well as that of many other researchers is to determine functional roles
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for the individual MB lobes. In a later section I will discuss in greater detail what
is known about the individual roles of lobes in learning behavior. I believe that
mbmB flies will prove to be useful tools to help us better understand the
functional role of these lobes.
Neuroblast proliferation defects in Drosophila
The reduced calyx volume phenotypes initially seen in our three mutants may
be explained by any one of three different scenarios including improper neurite
growth, reduced cell proliferation or cell death.

Analysis of GAL4 driven

membrane bound GFP in the MBs of mutant flies revealed thinner lobes for
mbmB and smu but there is no evidence of improper pathfinding or neurite
formation (Figure 3-3G-R). In mbr mutants, the neurites do appear to have an
odd bending in the medially projecting lobes but no evidence that neurite growth
is impeded (Figure 3-3V and W). All three mutants have a reduced Kenyon cell
number in adult flies (Figure 3-5). Experiments ongoing in our lab will determine if
cell death contributes to this cell number reduction or not but my current
hypothesis is that cell proliferation defects are the likely cause of this phenotype
for all three mutations. This is particularly true for the mbmB mutant. Recent
experiments in our lab have shown that mbmB fails to compliment mutant
pendulin {pen) alleles for calyx volume reduction and sequence analysis has
shown that mbmB causes a premature stop codon in pen®®. Further experiments
are being conducted to show that pen and mbmB fail to complement learning
defects as well. This is an interesting finding because pen is a homologue of the
mammalian importin a 2 gene which has been shown to be involved in nuclear
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transport and cell proliferation®®.
While we know nothing about the molecular nature of the smu or mbr genes it
also appears likely they have a reduced proliferation rate causing the lessened
cell number in adults. A large variety of different genes can affect cell
proliferation including any housekeeping genes involved in the cell cycle or cell
proliferation regulatory genes.
There are many mutations that cause a reduction of cell number throughout
the brain®°’®^ so why are MB neurons more affected than other cell types in the
brain of many mutants? MB development lends itself to amplified affects for a
variety of reasons. There are only four MB neuroblasts which divide continuously
throughout development®'®® while most other neurophil develop from a larger
number of neuroblasts dividing at specific windows during development®®'®®. This
makes MB cells particularly susceptible to developmental®® and environmental
influences®'*'®® as there is fewer neuroblasts to compensate for any losses as well
as a greater window of time for disturbances to occur during division.
In two of our mutants {mbmB, smu) I have shown that there was no affect on
cell number until roughly midway through the third instar (Figure 3-5). There are
three possible explanations why a change occurs at this time. Previous work has
shown that MB neurons are derived in a sequential manner with y neurons
appearing from embryogenesis to approximately mid way through the third instar
about 3 days after larval hatching®. If a mutation in a regulatory gene caused a
defective cell fate switch to occur you might see a disruption in cell proliferation
at the exact time seen in these mutants. Flowever, the result of such a defect
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would likely be no lobes other than y if cell proliferation stopped or an enlarged y
lobe caused by further proliferation with no fate switch. Both mbmB and smu flies
have neurons of all five lobe types present. It seems unlikely at this time that the
cell fate switch cues are affected by these mutations.
BrdU incorporation studies have shown that MB neuroblast proliferation rates
steadily increase until they peak in early pupal animals at 3X their initial rate"*"*.
Flies with a slender lobe (s/e) mutation affect nucleolar organization and fail to
increase their cell proliferation rate causing a reduced cell number in adult flies'*'*.
In fact the s/e mutant has a remarkably similar lobe structure to mbmB including
thin aVp' and a/p lobes and a 3 lobe fusion across the midline. This indicates
that it may be possible for a fly with a mildly defective MbmB or Smu protein to
be functional at a relatively slow proliferation rate but have increasing difficulty as
the rate increases resulting in a reduced adult cell number.
Similar BrdU studies with flies carrying a mutant latheo {lat) gene show a
relatively normal cell proliferation until at least the 2"^ instar but have reduced
levels of cell proliferation in 3''^ instar flies®®. Another common phenotype seen in
lat flies is reduced imaginai disks. Screens for pupal lethality in Drosophila have
identified several mutants with missing or degenerating discs like lat, and many
of these genes appear to be involved with cell proliferation and are maternally
contributed, suggesting that embryonic cell proliferation is supported by maternal
transcripts®®.The Pen protein is detectable in very early embryos indicating that it
was likely maternally contributed®®. In mbmB flies cell proliferation likely
continues unaffected until the maternally contributed protein is gone.
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At this time it is not possible to determine exactly what is causing the reduced
Kenyon cell number in our three mutant flies. Evidence for mbmB flies indicates
that maternal contributions may allow normal cell proliferation at early stages of
development resulting in normal y lobe development. Because of its suspected
role in nuclear transport it is likely both maternal contribution and escalating
problems caused by an increased cell proliferation rate affect mbmB flies. Since
we do not know about the molecular nature of smu and mbr at this time, BrdU
incorporation

studies would

help clearly determine exactly when

during

development cell proliferation becomes affected in these flies as well as to
determine if maternal contributions or increased cell proliferation rates are
influential factors as well.
Effect o f lobe disruptions on learning and memory
A primary goal of this dissertation work was to try and characterize the
anatomical specificity of MB mutant flies and correlate their anatomy with
behavioral defects. Of the three mutants examined mbmB and smu are
promising candidates for further study. Because of their behavioral defects in
sensory perception (figure 3-1) mbr flies cannot be tested in the T-maze
apparatus for olfactory learning. I suspect one of the primary reasons the flies
could not avoid shock or odors is a failure to walk properly. It is possible that out
crossing to a genotype other than CS might produce better behavioral results.
However the more likely solution to this problem is to use a different paradigm
not dependent on walking. Although primarily used in honeybee research, a few
labs have successfully used the Proboscis Extension Reflex (PER) assay to
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assess learning in flies®^®®. In this assay flies are individually tethered and the
only movement required is to extend there proboscis in response to stimulus
presentation. Incorporating this assay in our lab may provide learning data for
mbr flies in the future.
There is mounting evidence that the different lobes perform distinct functions
in the learning and memory consolidation process. As researchers began to
explore gene expression through immunohistochemistry and GAL4 lines showing
MB preferential expression it became clear that the MBs did not have a
homogeneous array of expression^^®®.

Because of these observations it was

hypothesized that the MBs also had functional subdivision. It is not clear which
MB structures are the sights of acquisition of new information, but it seems likely
that the calyx is involved as this is the dendritic region of the MBs. Any loss of
cells through environmental or genetic manipulation can have an adverse affect
on learning. Studies of flies that have undergone thermal shock during
development reveal a reduced Kenyon cell number and reduced odor learning
scores®^ while

mutant fly strains with reduced MBs also have impaired odor

learning scores®’^®.
In terms of memory consolidation there have been several useful studies
linking specific lobes with different memory phases. The {easily shocked) eas^'^
mutation results in three distinct phenotypes: all five lobes are present, pand p'
are lacking, or a and a ' are lacking^®. The y lobe appears to be normal in these
mutants. It was shown that short term memory was normal in eas®'® flies lacking
either vertical (a, a ') or median lobes (p, p'). However, long term memory was
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abolished in a, a' lacking flies but not in p, p' lacking flies. Two key pieces of
information came of this work. First, that y is important for short term memory.
This idea is supported by research on the learning defects of a mutant adenylate
cyclase gene rutabaga {rut) which were rescued by expression of a P[UAS-rur]
transgene driven by multiple GAL4 lines expressing in y but not by transgenes
expressing in exclusively the a /p lobes or the CCX^°. Secondly, the eas^'^
research showed that LTM is processed in some way by the vertical lobes (a, a')
because their loss impaired LTM while the loss of p,P' lobes left LTM intact. A
recent study supported LTM maintenance by the a lobe, reporting an increased
calium influx generated by a spaced conditioning protocol, and not by single
cycle or massed conditioning. The trace is delayed, forming between 3 and 9 hr
after conditioning, and intriguingly is axon branch-specific, forming only in the a
axon branch of the a /p MB neurons and not in the p branchT^. In addition, the
data suggest that the memory trace is dependent on protein synthesis at the time
of conditioning. While the a lobe has been implicated in LTM maintenance it is
not involved in all forms of long term memory. The finding that five hour memory
in a, a ' lacking flies trained with the short protocol was not impaired indicated
that the vertical lobes do not support ARM^\
A role for the a '/p ' lobes has been shown for memory consolidation in the first
hour after training by using shibire ts to block a '/p ' transmission. These lobes
were required during training and consolidation phases for normal memory but
dispensable during re c a ll\ Also, three in vivo and in vitro calcium imaging
studies all showed that Ca^"" activities in the axonal branches of a '/p ' neurons in
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response to a conditioned olfactory stimulus became larger compared with flies
that were not conditioned^®. It has been suggested that a DPM neuron aVp'
neuron loop is involved in consolidating memory which is then stored in the a/p
lobe sets.
All of these experiments together describe a learning and memory circuit
where y is involved in initially forming and maintaining a memory in a short term
store (STM), and aVp further consolidates and maintains the memory (MTM). In
spaced conditioning situations a DPM / o'/P' cycling circuit is involved in
strengthening the permanent memory in the a lobe (LTM). Currently no known
function has been attributed to the p lobe.
My work supports many aspects of this model. Consistent with the idea that a
reduction in Kenyon cell number will lead to a learning defect, both mbmB and
smu flies have reduced odor learning scores (Figure 3-7) as well as reductions in
cell number (Figure 3-6). My work indicates a direct correlation between cell
number and learning PI, as smu displays the most severe cell number reduction
and learning impairment, while mbmB shows the same pattern, just not with the
same intensity. This leads to the interesting question, how many Kenyon cells
can be lost before learning defects are detectable. One possible way to answer
this question involves partial MB ablation with hydroxyurea (HU). HU is an
inhibitor of ribonucleotide reductase that blocks DMA synthesis and kills dividing
cells^®. For the first 8 to 12 hours after Drosophila larval hatching only five
neuroblasts are proliferating in each hemisphere^®, four of which give rise to the
mushroom bodies and the fifth produces local inter and projection neurons within
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the antennal lobes®®'^'*. When HU is fed to larva within this window only MB
neurons of embryonic origin remain and MB ablation appears complete under a
light microscope^ If we feed HU to several groups of larvae for increasing
lengths of time during this window we should get a series of flies with
increasingly fewer Kenyon cells. These flies can be tested for learning then
sacrificed for cell counts to determine the critical Kenyon cell number for learning
to occur.
The mbmB data supports the idea that the y lobe is involved in short term
memory. Anatomical analysis by GAL4 driven membrane bound GFP expression
in the MBs (Figure 3-3) and Kenyon cell counts through development both show
a Y lobe that is unaffected in mbmB flies (Figure 3-5). Memory decay slopes of
mbmB compared to CS indicate no significant short term memory defects.
However, anatomical analysis (Figure 3-4) and larval cell counts (Figure 3-6) also
indicate smu flies have an intact y lobe but STM is disrupted (Figure 3-7). This
conflicting result is confusing, although it could be explained by several
possibilities. It is possible that the y lobe is disrupted in subtle ways our analysis
couldn’t detect or that the Smu protein is involved in STM maintenance in some
capacity confounding our results.

However, it may also mean that more lobes

than simply y alone are essential for STM and the severe disruptions in all the
other lobes of smu flies highlight this fact Further molecular analysis of smu will
help to support or refute its potential role in STM. Also, the previously mentioned
BrdU incorporation studies will more clearly define the defects of the lobes in
smu flies.
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Because both mbmB and smu exhibit disrupted prime lobes we predicted that
they should have impaired MTM because of the evidence linking DPM/ prime
lobe

(aV(3') cycling

with that phase’s maintenance^\ Neither mutant shows any

evidence of disrupted MTM which falls around 3 to 6 hours after initial learning.
While my data doesn’t support a role for the prime lobes in MTM maintenance it
doesn’t necessarily refute it either. It is possible that this phase has built in
redundancy allowing a greater amount of cell loss with no affect. This may be
due to the DPM cells playing a primary role in MTM maintenance while only a
few prime lobe neurons are necessary for proper cycling and sending signals
downstream to

a for LTM formation when

My data supports a role for the
have a severe reduction in

a lobe

a lobe

needed.
in LTM formation. In both mutants we

neurons and a concurrent absence of LTM at

24 hrs. The most interesting result however, is that LTM in mbmB flies is
abolished at 12 hrs while the ARM component is reduced but still present. This
argues in favor of previously published reports that ARM and LTM are
mechanistically indépendant®®^^ for aversive olfactory learning. Conflicting
results from appetitive assays indicate they are mechanistically dependant^®. It
also raises an interesting question. Are the LTM defects seen a result of the
structural abnormalities in the

a lobes

or pleiotropic affects of mbmB interacting

with cell signaling pathways. Since mbmB and the nuclear transporter pen are
allelic as discussed in earlier sections then it stands to reason a protein synthesis
dependent memory phase such as LTM would be more severely affected by this
mutation than a memory phase such as ARM which is thought to be independent
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of protein synthesis®®. Further molecular analysis of mbmB will help to clarify this
issue.
The only known mutation affecting ARM is the radish {rad) gene which has a
protein product expressed weakly throughout the brain and preferentially in the

a/p and y lobes^®.

Further evidence supports ARM maintenance by the

a/p lobes.

Researchers used sh/® to selectively block synaptic transmission from all the
lobes, the

a/p lobes

or the y lobe. To be sure they were only measuring ARM,

flies were trained with the short protocol and subjected to a cold shock Ihour
after conditioning to eliminate nonconsolidated memories^^. When all MB lobes
were blocked during the experiment, ARM was erased. ARM was similarly
decreased by blockage of the

a/p lobes

alone, but not significantly decreased by

blockage of the y lobes. Thus, ARM is supported by the MBs and appears to rely
more heavily on

a/p neurons^V

Since the

a/p lobe

neuritis are bifurcations of the

same neuron it is tempting to speculate they are involved in long term memory
store with an established role for the
for

p in ARM.

a branch

Given that mbmB flies have a

in LTM^®^"^ and a speculated role

p lobe fusion

you would expect it to

produce a behavioral phenotype. An analysis of ARM using massed training and
then testing at several time points from 6 to 24hrs would allow a determination of
whether there is a defect in ARM maintenance in mbmB flies or merely a
decrease in initial learning score and normal decay.
If the p lobe fusion is not found to cause an ARM disruption then we can use
mbmB to confirm an observation made with flies mutant for the eas®'® gene. As
discussed above these flies have a variable phenotype and one of them is the
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absence of vertical lobes causing an LTM specific disruption^®. Flies with no
vertical lobes were trained using both the short and spaced protocols and then
tested for memory at 30 minutes and 5hrs. At 30 minutes performance was
similar from both protocols but flies trained with the spaced protocol showed an
extremely significant decrease in 5 hour m e m o r y T h e r e f o r e more training
resulted in decreased memory leading to the conclusion that spaced training
leads to LTM formation and the elimination of ARM. Since we know LTM is also
abolished in mbmB flies we should be able to show the same affect. The 12 hr
time point is compelling for this reason. If ARM and LTM are independent
additive processes, then ARM should still be present at 12 hrs after training even
in mbmB flies trained using a spaced protocol.. What we see at 12 hrs is a
complete loss of memory in mbmB flies, which argues in favor of the elimination
of ARM by spaced training. Further experiments at earlier time points should be
done to further confirm this.
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CHAPTER 4

CONCLUSIONS
In the earlier chapters of this dissertation I have introduced the use of model
organisms to study learning and memory behavior and shown that much of the
information we learn from them can be carried over to human studies. Also, I
went into greater detail about our model organism of choice, the fruit fly
Drosophila melanogaster, and described what is currently known about their
behavior as well as the underlying neuronal structure and gene products
implicated in learning and memory. In the last chapter I have discussed
experiments which have expanded our understanding of the development of
three Drosophila melanogaster mutant strains {mbmB, smu mbr) which were
initially isolated based on structural abnormalities to the mushroom bodies, a
critical brain structure for learning and memory behavior. I was also able to
further characterize the structural abnormalities of mbmB, smu and mbr flies
showing that each had some lobes which were abnormal in appearance and that
each has a reduced number of Kenyon cells at adulthood. Interestingly, cell
counts show that as late in development as early third instar larvae cell number is
not significantly different from wild type in mbmB and smu flies indicating that the
Y lobe has a full complement of neurons. Two of these mutant flies {mbmB, smu)
were amenable to behavioral examination using a T-maze apparatus for
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olfactory aversive conditioning. Both revealed a learning deficit and no memory
retention at 24hrs after training while mbmB had reduced memory at 12hrs using
massed training but abolished memory using spaced training. This was a
particularly interesting discovery because there has been some debate in the
literature about the relationship between ARM and LTM. Originally it was felt
these two were additive in affect and acted independently of each other\
However later research indicated that ARM may acts as a gating mechanism
forLTM and upon spaced training ARM was abolished®. The finding that mbmB
has no memory present at all at

12

hrs after training supports the hypothesis that

spaced training abolished ARM. Based on the discovery that mbmB and pen are
allelic I believe that LTM should be disrupted in these flies because LTM is
protein synthesis dependant and pen disrupts nuclear transport disturbing new
protein synthesis. Massed training proves that at least some ARM should still be
retained at

12

hrs but memory is completely abolished at this time in spaced

trained flies.
There are likely many caveats to any experiment and the ones conducted for
this dissertation are no exception. Many researchers believe it is impossible to
localize a memory because it does not reside in a particular place. Karl Lashley
spent his whole career trying to localize memories. He would train rats to perform
various tasks then perform lesions to their cortex in order to determine sites of
memory storage. He found after years of study that the site of the lesion was not
important but that the size of the lesion had a greater impact on memory. He
concluded that memory was widely distributed around the cortex®. However,
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Lashley and many others were using complex training procedures such as
spatial learning tasks which require many sensory modalities. More simple forms
of memory may be easier to isolate in the brain. Richard F. Thompson, sought
the engram of memory in the cerebellum instead of the cerebral cortex.
Thompson and his colleagues used classical conditioning of the eyelid response
in rabbits in their search for an engram. They puffed air upon the cornea of the
eye and paired it with a tone. This airpuff normally causes an automatic blinking
response. After a number of trials they conditioned the rabbits to blink when they
heard the tone even though the airpuff was no longer administered. During the
experiment, they monitored several brain cells to try to locate the engram.
One brain region that Thompson's group monitored that they thought was a
possible part of the memory engram was the lateral interpositus nucleus (LIP).
When chemically deactivated, it resulted in the rabbits, which were previously
conditioned to blink when hearing the tone, to act as if the conditioning never
took place; however, when researchers re-activated the LIP, they responded to
the tone again with an eyeblink. This gives evidence that the LIP is a key element
of the engram for this behavioral response"^. The difference is the complexity of
the task. Now the general view in neuroscience is that memory involved in
complex tasks is distributed across multiple neural systems. At the same time,
certain types of knowledge are processed and contained in specific brain
regions®. I believe the type of knowledge we are exploring in flies fits into the
latter category allowing us to at least find regions of the invertebrate brain
important for different aspects of the memories.
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It is also important that we not fall into the trap of assuming anatomical
defects we can see on a macro scale are the cause of the behavior defects we
see. For example, before I knew of the experiments indicating that mbmB and
pen were allelic I had hypothesized that the LTM defect I saw was a result of the
a lobe disruption. However, because

disrupts nuclear transport and

may interfere with protein synthesis necessary for LTM the memory defects may
have nothing to do with the anatomical defects. It is important to remember these
are correlations only. The power of these types of experiments is compounded
when more and more mutant fly strains show the same results. That is why it is
important to frame the results of my work in relation to what has previously been
correlated in the literature. It will also provide more evidence for future
researchers to interpret their results. However, we cannot completely rule out the
possibility that unknown affects of the mutant proteins affect learning on a
molecular level and the gross anatomical defects are merely side effects.
These new insights and other comments discussed in this dissertation can be
added to an ever expanding cache of knowledge we have garnered about how
learning and

memory behavior is processed

in the fruit fly Drosophila

melanogaster. As I discussed in chapter one, our understanding of how a fly
learns is not only important from an ecological point of view but also for
comparison and expansion of our knowledge about how our own learning
processes operate. Do MBs across species all perform exactly the same
functions? Can we find some common threads among all the information we
gather from less complicated species to the most complex? Although learning
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has yet to be investigated in many insect species the MBs have been implicated
in learning behavior for many that have been investigated including fruit flies®,
honeybees® and cockroaches®. However, evidence does suggest that MBs may
perform slightly different functions in different species. This is highlighted by the
finding that ablation studies show that MBs are required for odor discrimination
tasks in flies but are not required in honeybees®. Analysis of learning and
memory behavior across a variety of species including fruit flies will lead us to a
better understand of our own neural foundations.
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